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dent is quoted as saying.
DO YOU REMEMBER?
CRETE WANTS TO
Mr. Taft then promises an extra
Was
reIt
To
Your First Shave and How Hard
Tell The Ba rber What You Wanted.
BE ANNEXED TO
tariff revision session In case the
publicans should be in control of the
GREECE OR FIGHT
next congress.
livReferring to the high cost of
Perpighau, France, Sept. 25. Tho
ing, the president expressed the opinFrench minister of war has ordered
ion that American workmen were
the twenty fourth regiment of Colonial
very much better off than those of
Europe, not only were they able to
Infantry to be in readiness to proceed
p,y the high cost of living, he said,
to Crete and Sanios. In both these
but they could also put something
islands
risings are threatened in supaside for a rainy day. The Payne
port of the demand for annexation to ONLY IN CASE OF INTERVENTION BY
tariff law had no more to do with adIF ROOSEVELT IS ELECTED HE THINKS
Greece. The island of Crete is an auvancing the high cost of living than
deUNITEO STATES
tonomous state under a high commis
OR SOME OTHER
Atlantic
cable
he
latest
the
tariff,
IN
COUNTRY WILL GO TO PIECES
sioner of the four powers Great Brit- clared.
WILL AGED DICTATOR
COUNTRY
JAPS WILL
AND
DAYS
A FEW
ain, Russia, France and Italy subject
Referring to woman's suffrage the
to the Suzerainty of the Porte.
president said that this issue would
RETURN HOME.
WHIP US
Samos is a principality under the;
have to be decided by the various
also
under
of
but
to
women
Turkey,
Sovereign
states and that he believed
....... u..w.
............. frt
i uuii7, uicub uni
nit: guaiuiurc
ul i-L.....w.n
be as capable of wise use of the balNEW REVOLUTIONS
ain and Russia.
NEW YORKER PLEADS
lot as men.
TRIBESMEN
ALBANIAN
of
matter
In the
recall of judges,
.
ARE MORE DARING.
ARE MERELY TALK
SAFE AND SANE the president said he regarded the
Cettinje, Montenegro, Sept. 25.
maintenance of an independent judiThe situation in northern Albania 1b
ciary as a supreme issue and that the
at25.
New York, N. Y., Sept. 25. Rumors!
An
N.
Y.,
becoming worse daily. The Mallasseri
Sept.
Saratoga,
recall applied to judges would tend
tribesmen are advancing on Scutari. which have been current recently in
tack on Theodore Roosevelt, and the to deprive the public of judges of
Yesterday they attacked an ammuni- the Spanish-Americacolony here of
policies of the progressive party in ability, character and a high sense ot
tion column headed for Tusi. More
republican national headnation and state marked the address duty. The
of the escorting troops plans for a series of new revolutiona
hundred
than
quarters declared today that this in
were killed or captured. The ammu- ary movements under the guidance of
ot William D. Guthrie, temporary terview
was authentic.
Castro, in Venezuela, Zelaya In Nicarwas sunk in Scutari lake.
nition
the
before
republican
chairman, today
NO BOSSES THERE.
agua, and Diaz in Mexico, are denied
IS ALARMED.
LONDON
state convention. "We see clearly,"
Saratoga, N. Y., Sept. 25. As evi
in cabled
London, Sept. 25. The crisis in the by the three
said Mr. Guthrie, "that the progres dence that the New York republican Balkans is causing great disquietude statements published by the Tribune
callwas
"unbossed" attention
sive campaign is doomed to pitiable Party
among diplomats her?. Incidents such today. Some of the Junta leaders here
defeat and that only a malevolent de ed by leaders of the state convention
as the arrest today of Austrian sol- declared recently that Castro and
nothing of
on the Servian frontier and the Zelaya, all of whom are at present
sire to work injury to the republican here today to the fact that
diers
the convention program had been setby Turks on a Greek steamer abroad, were acting in concert and
party continues its campaigning."
firing
In telling why the republican na- tled other than the names of the
ot Samoa, are embittering the people had held secret conferences in furth
tional convention fulfilled its duty in temporary and permanent chairmen,
of the states directly interested, and erance of their plans to foment pracit may be Friday before a ticket is
RooseColonel
all the in- tically simultaneous insurrections, in
to
nominate
it will, it Is thought,
refusing
nominated. The woman suffrage decsentiment
of the foreign offices and all of which
velt, Mr. Guthrie said:
genuity
in Turkey to was to play a lanje part.
"In the first place, the nomination laration in the proposed platform
their
representatives
Castro's statement sent from the
of the United States thus far had provoked the most
of an
avert the Balkan outbreak so often
Canary Islands, bristles with belligerwould
term
have been in
a
third
for
predicted.
violation of an unwritten rule, estabThe danger of the situation places ence and he declares that he purposes
lished by Washington, Jefferson, Mad- WILSON WON A
it in the forefront of the conversations to get even with his enemies soon,
ison and Monroe, and followed ever
at Balmoral between King George anl but the two other
deny
BIGUICTORYIN
since. The common sense of thoughtSergius Sazonoff, iho Russian loreign emphatically that they are planning
any revolutionary movement. Castro
ful and patriotic men must convince
minister.
NEW JERSEY
.
them that nothing could be more danIt is understood Russia will pro-- ! admits that he has no connection with
waz ami zelaya. "We have no at- none the adoption of an Ansio-Ilus- gerous than to permit any person, Newark, N. J., Sept. 25. That Govhowever popular, or eloquent, to wield
sian scheme of reform for submission finity of interests," he says.
General Diaz is quoted as follows:
to the powers.
the power of the presidential office for ernor Wilson won a sweeping victory
"I am not personally acquainted with
in the New Jersey primaries yestermore than two terms."
TURKS TO MANEUVER.
Colonel Roosevelt, he declared, had day was evident on the returns which
Constantinople, Sept. 25. Appre- Zelaya or Castro, and my only hope
than thirty million pesos in the naRAILROAD STRIKE
of
fomented more than any man living sifted into democratic
has been aroused in diplo- U to see the
hension
tional treasury.
headquarters
existhere in regard to the peace and order in my country. I will
circles
the discontent and class-hatrematic
conis
The
national
LAST
DEUELOPS
government
here
during the early hours of the
to not return to Mexico unless in the
ing among the people; he was known
vinced that General Higinio Aguilar decision of the Turkish governmentnext
case of foreign war."
NIGHT IN SPAIN
maneuvers
a socialist at heart, although day.
hold
extensive
army
of the regular army, who recently
In his fight to prevent the nomina
General Zelaya, from Barcelona, deof
in
the
month
Adrianople.
protesting that he alone could save tion for United
Vlllayet
disappeared from the capital, is at
States senator of forsaid
It
is
the country from socialism; all appre- mer Senator James
that
50,000 troops are to bn clares Hint, his political career is end-r(- i
25. RailFrance,
Perpighan,
of
a
Sept.
head
rebels
the
of
large body
Smith, Jr., Govand udds that, under no circumciated his ability, his great personal
into the field.
ernor Wilson carried the state by a road traffic is completely suspended
operating between Puebla and Oaxa- put is
fur- stances would he go back to Nicara-maction
this
may
It
in
magnetism as well as his insatiable
thought
the
of
Catalonia
ca.
Spanish province
if not quite 20,000,
of
fvni if his compatriots called him
ambition, his impatience with any rule plurality in nearly,
and there has been considerable deLos Angeles, Calif., Sept. 25. Gen- nish Bulgaria with a pretext to pro- by
one,
winning
every
county
except
own
plebiscite.
or
checked
his
curbed
or law that
ceed with the mobilization of its arn.5'
stastruction
of
various
at
Luis
property
eral
Terrazas, Sr., formerly govthat One being Essex, the stronghold
will; his determination to rule or of the Smith
ernor of the Mexican state of Chihua- or alternatively that it may endanger
forces. Returns from 511 tions by the strikers who left work
cabinet.
ruin the party. And all were beginALL LETTERS'
hua, and regarded as one of the most the bulfiarian
of 1799 districts in the state, gave in a body at midnight. Dispatches
of the powers in
ning to perceive that his enthusiasm
Representatives
received
from
state
Barcelona
of
intluential
citizens
every
and
wealthy
William
the
FINAL
EFFORT
TO
MADERO
MAKES
Representative
Hughes,
the
with
was rather for the arena and for
OF MRS. SNEED
station is now in the hands of the
Mexico now living on American soil, the course of conversations
Wilson candidate, 17,202 votes to
minister recently
power than for principles.
foreign
as every employe has joined
RESTORE PEACE AND UNITE THE issued a statement today denying that Turkish
military,
ARE IN COURT
for
Smith.
Mr.,. Guthrie defined the- great isin the- movement. ,
he had in any way encouraged a revo- dwelt on the necessity of introduction
t.
in
sues of the national campaign as fol- . "New York, N Y., Sept. 25. Goverthe European prtvincet
COUNTRY - HE ASKS FOR MORE
Even the International trains from
lution, either that f Madero or that of reforms
nor Woodrow Wilson and Governor
25. Despite
Amarillo,
Texas,
lows :
Sept.'
of
Turkey.
to
are
France
unable
of Orozco, or any other, in his native
proceed beyond
ConHiram
were to
MONEY
TREASURY
THAN
CAN
"First, the constitutional right and necticut Johnson The formerinvade
They have pointed out the desira- strenuous objections of the prosecu
the Spanish frontier.
land, as he stated he had been acschedwas
today.
to
Ameriof
of Turkey's acting spontaneous- tion, the correspondence between Mrs.
protect
congress
power
bility
in
cused
El
from
PRODUCE.
press dispatches
can industries and to preserve pur uled to make an afternoon address at DOMINICAN REPUBLIC
the matter. Otherwise, it was Lena Sneed and AI. G. Boyce, for two
in
ly
done.
Paso, Texas, of having
Hartford. This evening he goes to
it would become difficult for weeks immediately preceding the
declared
present industrial system.
IS WELL IN HAND.
New Haven for a meeting, while GovThe denial was given to the public the
to use their influence with shooting were today admitted into
"Second, the threatened overthrow ernor
powers
Mexico City, Sept. 25. A new
Washington, D. C, Sept. 25. Early
through the senatorial committee now the Balkan states in the interest of evidence at the request of the defense.
ot the representative system of gov- New Johnson's program took him to dispatches
toto
state
the
movement
in
northobtain
to
department
Haven for the afternoon and
peace
W. H. Steele, of Dallas, Texas, told
holding an investigation here as to the
ernment in state and nation by the
day contained no advices of the revo- ern Mexico was begun today when alleged relation of American capital peace.
of the various places of residence of
MAY
TAKE
introduction of the initiative, referen- Hartford 'in the evening.
POWERS
"What about the primary results in lution In the Dominican republic. President Madero and his cabinet in- to the Mexican disturbances.
The
OVER SALT TAX. Mrs. Sneed during Sneed's trial at
dum and recall, and
New Jersey?" Governor Wilson was Preparations for moving 750 marines
statement
was
dated
at
Long
Beach,
25. With reference F ort Worth, and subsequently.
admin"Third, the assault upon the
London,
war
to
Sept.
minister
of
offer
the
on
to
customs
the
houses
structed
the
protect
California, where General Terrazas to the loan dispute, the Pekin correLen Boyce, brother of AI. G. Boyce,
istration of justice in the American asked.
Is anybody surprised?" said the Haitian border were pushed forward. amnesty to the followers of Pascual has temporary residence and where
of the Times today predict- with whose murder John Beal Sneed
courts."
spondent
he has been ill of late.
Orozco, the rebel leader.
ed a demand by the powers for the is charged, was the first witness callAlmost the only reference Mr. governor.
"What
do
moral
draw
Toluca, Mex., Sept. 25. Rebels unfrom
the
you
25.
Oaxaca.
a
After
Mex., Sept.
next year of the indemnity ed in today's hearing of the habeas
Guthrie made to the democratic party
resumption
HARD TO IMPROVE
der General Ovevo de Lao today bea settlement of the ar- corpus proceedings. After identifyand
candidate was in his discussion of the result, governor?"
with
a
payment
of
sharp
fight
today
squad
"The moral is that the bosses can't
the
tariff.
Indians at Huayapan, . near Oaxaca, gan an attack on the little town of rears amounting to $20,000. Failing ing his brother's handwriting,
General Rivera, commander of the fed- Tiangistengo, 12 miles southeast of in this, they may Insist on tak'ng over wittness said he had written to AI.
"As pointed out by a republican in rule in New Jersey."
THE
ON
OLD
BIBLE
Governor Wilson's ability to sleep
G. Boyce in Fort Worth
eral forces reported that bodies of 32 Toluca, and 30 miles southwest of the administration or the salt tax.
during July
congress," he said, "although we may
of this year, under the name of "Johnnot be willing to face free competi- soundly was evidenced at his hotel
Indians were found on the field. . Gen- Mexico City. Residents of the town
are
the hotel automatic fire alarm
son" and "Oldsby."
tion with Europeans, we cannot be when
eral Rivera gives his own loss as son assisting the small federal garri
on his floor went off on three sepa- COLONEL ROOSEVELT SAYS HE FEELS
in the defense.
SAD MURDER OF
John Pace, of Clayton, New Mexico,
two killed. The Indians were driven
blind to the menace and danger of
brother-in-laof Mrs. Sneed, testified
LIKE HE HAS BEEN THROUGH A CRUSfrom the town.
GIRL
free competition with Asiatics just rate occasions without disturbing him.
SOLD
INTO
to his receiving letters from Mrs.
across the Pacific ocean, with con- His brother, Joseph R. Wilson, on the
D. C, Sept. 25. The
Washington,
ADE
ALL
THEY
FOR
WHITE SLAUERV Sneed under her own and under other
floor
SING FAMILIAR
sprang out of bed as did
Douglas, Ariz., Sept. 25. The first military board headed by Colonel
stantly cheapening freight and pas- many below,
other guests and retired again
names after the trial of Sneed for killHYMN.
over the Kernan, assistant to the adjutant gentrain
passenger
senger rates, are populations of
operated
ing the elder Boyce at Fort Worth.
Salt Lake City, Utah, Sept. 25.
Nacozari line for more than
in Japan, 450 million in China, when no fire was discovered. Crossed
two eral, charged by congress with an aswires caused the a'arm to ring.
Calvert, Texas, Sept. 25. Mrs.
weeks left Nacozari early today and certainment of the damages inflicted The murder early this morning of
300,000 in India, and they will furnish
"You would make a good volunteer
Little Rock, Ark., Sept. 25. "I feel was expected to reach here this
Mrs. Mary Theodorson followed
American citizens by shots
witi
efficient labor at wages ranging from
by Lena Sneed whose elopement
It carried no guard of'n8 on the north of the boundary line the suicide of a Greek, Thomas Tiio-gu- Albert Boyce, Jr., starteu the Sneed-Boyc- e
six to thirty cents a day for twelve fireman," John Wilson said to the as if I had been on a crusade," said
nominee.
'
feud, is living on the Sneed
Colonel Roosevelt today.
troops but federals are protecting the during the Madero revolution in
hours' work on the same kind of mabrought out a pitiful story of beMrs. Emily ranch, a few miles from here.
chines at which American men and "When I go to bed," replied the govCnminir into hn niH Sm.Hi wtth m line at all points which have been Mexico, has been called to meet in trayal and mistreatment.
Sneed was with her until ten days
Washington next week. So far, in Whitmer, the girl's mother, relates
women are working. Shall we now ernor, "I sleep."
trio through the west at an end. he ireenea oy reDeis,
South
uernavaca, ftiex., aepi. z. Am answer to the board's advertisement that she was employed in a restau- ago when he went to Amarillo where
B!lrt hp fplt that ho had
,0n '
open the flood gates? Shall we now Crowds Norwalk, Ct, Sept. 25.
Wilson
greeted Governor
Du8ned at OJo de Agua, Captain Es- - lor the presentation of claims, only rant at Ogden where she met and he killed Boyce.
elect as president, the historian who
repaid for his western campaign.
but a few years ago in his quiet and everywhere on his invasion into New At the bottom. Colonel Roosevelt c"eao ana seven or nis do soldiers four of these have been received, two was married to James Theodorson,
today.
With his
the progressive movement were killea Dv rebels yesterday. On being for $50,000 each on account of eighteen months ago.
Impartial atmosphere of his study de- England
"I'm a very poor hand at making continued,
w as a religious one. He said that one receipt of the news here,
Senorita aearn. Tne Doara can entertain no bride, not yet eighteen years old, Mrs. VOLCANO IN
clared to the world that these same rear
Govplatform speeches," said the
an actress and claim for damages sustained by Am- Whitmer says, Theodorson moved to
Chinese were far more to be desired
of the things that had impressed him Sofia Moneadla,
ALASKA IS IN
ernor, "because there are so many most was
sweet heart of Escobedo, committed ericans in Mexico, a fact which has New Mexico, and then to Denver,
the
than most of the coarse crew that big
of
"Onward
singing
to talk about that when
led to considerable
misunderstandquestions
ERUPTION NOW
came crowding at our eastern ports? the train starts
Christian Soldiers" at meetings which suicide.
when an attempt was made to sell
ing. It is the intention of the board
"The hatred of the courts which the bustsed.'' "Can't the whole thing is he had addressed.
Mrs. Theodorson into white slavery
to
to
you have the train
repair
Texas, to take testimony,
Mexico City, Mex.,
25.
"It is pretty hard to improve on the
Seattle, Wash., Sept. 25. Mail adSept.
progressives share in common with wait?"
a voice in the crowd
at El Paso, about October and the husband was sentenced to vices
we are trying Stringent measures such as the gov- probably
he
J'all
from Valdez, Alaska, say Mount
bible,"'
said,
the socialists anarchists and popu-- 1 ..Xo rmqueried
10.
prison.
not ln cohoot8 wUn the
Mrs. Theodorson was going to the Warngell, the most widely known
lists, and that part of organized labor roads." "We'll leave that to Teddy, to do in this twentieth century is to ernment's recent suspension of conapply the old injunction to do unto stitutional guarantees and execution
and labor unions, typified and repre- answered the crowd.
home of her mother from a Greek of the smoking volcanoes of Alaska,
A DENIAL ISSUED.
as you would have them do of numerous rebels failed to have the
sented by such men- - as the McNa-maracoffee house in which she was em- again is in eruption. Lieutenant Pros-se- r
The governor shook hands and others
of the signal corps, who returned
the Debs, and the Parks (who heard so many cries for buttons that unto you."
deterrent effect expected by the gov
her return to Salt Lak
Washington, D. C, Sept. 25. In an ployed after
to Valdez, from a trip of inspection
COLONEL IS
brother-in-law- .
in .truth shamefully misrepresent the for the first time he took a hand in
ernment
The revolution in the official
her
by
accompanied
statement, the state departLittle Rock, Ark., Sept. 25. Issues north, which two mohthB ago was
along the military telegraph line beand pa- giving out buttons himself. He pregreat majority of
ment denied
efforts to place an when Tiiogus stopped her, made a de- tween Valdez and Fairbanks, reporttriotic members of the organiza- sented them to the women, and some of the political campaign were tem- confined principally to the state of international that
on
her
for
mand
and
then
money
loan in China through
laid aside by Theodore Rooseed that Mount Wrangell was throwa
tions)," he said, "has forced into this of the elderly persons who pressed porarily
Chihuahua, has spread to Sonora,
the six power group, had been aban- shot her dead. He wounded himself ing out
bewhen
velt
he
here
today
spoke
large volumes of smoke and
an
states.
and
unparalleled attack upon forward to meet him.
was
some
other
campaign
traced
for
and
distance
doned.
by
statement
a
issued
That
yesfore the convention of the Great Lakes
lava. Instead of one crater, there are
cur judicial system and the adminisMadero
President
blood.
morna
of
Later
in
the
Only
trail
yesterday
of
terday by the American group
to the Gulf Deep Waterways
tration of justice. And I regret to
MURDER MYSTERY.
asked congress for an appropriation bankers indicated a change in this ing, he was found dead in a coal bin now at least seven vents, he said.
and with the aid of field glasses, lava
have to Bay that no man has done
at 423 West Second street.
Wellington, Kans., Sept. 25. TheoThere was no hint of partisan po- of twenty million pesos or a loan au
can be seen issuing from the openmore to foment this hatred of the ju- dore McKnelly, a car repairer, and
was
inthere
was
is
denied.
It
thorization,
that
admitting
thought
Tiiogus
lessly
litics in Little Rock's reception
to
ings and flowing down across the
his daughter,
were
diciary than Roosevelt."
with
the
fatuated
and
Gretta,
today Col. Roosevelt Democratic officials
young woman,
glaciers.
When temporary Chairman Guthrie found dead and Mrs. McKnelly probthat the money mentioned had been
with progressives in the wel
From Kotsina, it is reported that
mentioned the name of President ably fatally injured in a tent on tne joined
SEND IN YOUR
come. Col. Roosevelt's address
was
given to or spent upon her.
Ihe
sulphurous fumes are so strong
Taft, the delegates and spectators outskirts of Wellington whittle they devoted in the main to the subje.tct
that prospectors working near KotProare
new
corporations
cheered for some time.
moved
had
for
the daught- of
recently
CHINESE ARE SLAUGHTERED.
Waterways, although he refersina glacier have been driven.out.
James S. Sherman, er's health. All three had been shot reddeep
it must
to some of the broader issuer or gressive
upon
he
cheer
when
a
was given hearty
and their skulls crushed. Robbery is his campaign.
St. Petersburg, Sept. 25 An appeal (AMERICAN MARINES
and file of
its
people
the hall. The convention ad- believed to have besn the motive.
to Russia against Chinese aggressions
BRYAN FEELS HOPEFUL.
WERE NOT KILLED.
The bodies were found shortly afjourned until tomorrow after commitsend in
contributions on the border of Manchuria and Mon-- !
committee
San Francisco, Calif., Sept. 25.
tees were appointed.
ter noon, the crime apparently hav- "Nowhere
Un-Ahas
been
Prince
I
made
the
bave
been direct
way
golia
Bronson M.
by
along
Fe, in
Washington, D. c.( Sept. 25. A
TO REVISE TARIFF.
ing been committed about five hours more enthusiastically welcomed than
to a special dispatch from li,hed report from Panama that
25
of the Capital City Bank. You
New York, Sept 25. The Evening previously, A bloody baseball bat In California," said William J. Bryan
receive a re- Tsitsikhar to the
to-a
American
had
been
killed
bluejackets
World today publishes an interview lay nearby. Mrs. McKnelly still was today when he prepared to resume his
much day.
it is
it
be
at Leon, Nicaragua, in an encounter
one
with President Taft in which the breathing, but it was apparent she campaign through the state "on the ceipt.
The prince is encamped 80 miles witn 40 rebels, was discredited today
could
In
the
fact
not
at
of
recover.
some
success
into
of
There
were
knife
length
president goes
from the Russian frontier. He
trail of Colonel Roosevelt."
officials of the navy and marine
the issues of the campaign. The pres- wounts on the bodies of both women
Mr. Bryan held an informal recepclares that 5000 of his subjects, includ- - corps. The last despatch from Cen-in- g
contribucommittee
have
one
ident promises a revision of the tariff and evidence of attack. Otto McKnel-ley- , tion at bis hotel and was the guest of
women and children, have tral America received at the
navy
a son, who lives in another part the Women of the Civil league at tions
and would de- been many
masses of
on a scientific basis, so far as may
and that several department shortly after noon was
massacred
of
the
to
said
from
be
his
father had money luncheon. He was scheduled to speak cline
be necessary
city,
keep prices
members of his own family have been from Rear Admiral Southerland, in
from
sources
ing exorbitant This may be done by ln. his possession. No money could to an open air gathering in Oakland
killed by the Chinese troops, who also command of the American forces in
"
in the
old parties.
to
the continuance of the tariff board's be found after the murders were dis- this afternoon and at Sacramento
looted and destroyed a number of Nicaragua, and reported the situation
t
investigation into the facts, the presi- - covered,
monasteries.
.
quiet.
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NEW CALENDAR
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IS ADVOCATED

By
DYSPEPSIA CURE

the Superior

Again Reminds You of

A

Wednesday, Sept. 25,

DELEGATE

Boston, Sept. 25. The International
movement to reform the calendar is
making excellent progress, said Loui3
Cannon-LeGrantoday in his address
at the opening of the Fifth International Congress of Chambers of Comd

"Pape's Diapepsin" Settles
Soure upset Stomachs

the

Quality and Large Variety of

merce.

M.

Cannon-LeGran-

who is

THOROUGH WORK.
If you suffer from backache
From urinary disorders
Any curable disease of the kidneys,
Use a tested kidney remedy.
Doan's Kidney Pills have been tested by thousands.
Santa Fe people can testify.
Can you ask more convincing proof
of merit?
Pasquale Yannl, shoemaker, College
St., Santa Fe, N. Mex., says: "In 1902
I gave a public testimonial In praise
ot Doan's Kidney Pills to the effect
that they had cured me of pain In my
back, caused by disordered kidneys.
Work obliges me to sit down a good
deal and this weakened my kidneys,
While at work I
causing backache.
suffered more intensely than nt any
other time and I was very anxious to
find a remedy that would relieve me.
Learning of Doan's Kidney Pills, I
procured a box anA to my delight,
they soon fixed me up in good shape.
During the past seven years I have
had no need of kidney medicine."
For sale by ail dealers. Price 50
Co., Buffalo,
cents, Fost.?r-MilburNew York, sole agents for the United
States.
Remember the name Doan's and
take no other.

1912.

"YOU CANT BEAT THE COLES"
The Original

and Only Absolutely

Air-Tig-

Heater on the Market.

THE LOGICAL STOVE FOR THE HOME.
A Money andFuel Saver
A.

Holds Fire Ifpr 36 Hours
president of the congress, Is also the
Without Attention. Now
head of Its permanent
committee,
is the time to call and
president of the Chamber of ComDo some foods you eat hit back
merce at Mons, Belgium, and president
Mjk?
four Selection
ferment
work
but
taste good,
badly;
of the Federation of Commercial and
while our stock is comInto stubborn lumps and cause a sick, Industrial Associations of that counsour, gassy stomach? Now, Mr. or try.
plete in a sizes. We
Mrs. Dyspeptic jot this down: Pape's
The principle purpose of the new
will take pleasure in
Diapepsin digests everything, leaving calendar movement, he asserted, was
Demonstrating to you
nothing to sour and upset you. There to make the months of more nearly
never was anything so safely quick, uniform
the advantagsstobehad
and to establish a fixso certainly effective. No difference ed date length
He pointed out
for
Easter.
in Purchasing a Coles.
disordered
stomadh
is
how
badly your
the benefit of such a reform from a
8outhern Corner Plaza, Santa Fe. Telephone No. 40.
you will get happy relief in five mi- - LUng and commercial standpoint.
WITH
ALL
CASH
PURCHASES. WE GIVE REGISTER TICKETS
BUY A COLES HEATER
action in the matter
that it strengthens and regulates he To take formal
committee
the
permanent
reported,
faAND
YOU'LL BE GLAD
so
can
eat
stomach
FOR HARD COAL
your
you
your
FOR SOFT COAL
has induced the Swiss government to
vorite foods without fear.
invite the various governments of EuColes original down draft. This is the
Mica doors are extra large fitted In reMost remedies
give you relief
stove for the home, the office aud all
diplomatic
cessed grooves, perfect fit.
sometimes they are slow, but not rope to an international
public places. It requires little or no
governThe
For those who enjoy the Glowing buy
conference.
American
attention and is known to be the most
is
sure, Diapepsin
quick, positive
the
been
"Radiant".
servlcable and economical of all stoves.
and puts your stomach In a healthy ment, he added, has .not yet
considered
was
It
because
sounded,
decondition so the misery won't come
WOOD -- DAVIS HARDWARE COMPANY.
advisable first to make sure of the throughout the civilized countries,
back.
voted to quite different occupations
of
governthe
official
Vou feel different as soon as Diapep.
Phone 14. If Its Hardware We Have It. Phone 14.
Switzerland from those of other days of the year;
sin comes in contact with the stomach ments of Europe. Since
it therefore possesses a peculiar charat
the
official
no
has
representative
Sole Agents For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
vanishes your
distress
just
upon It- acter and deserves to be distinguished
stomadh gets sweet, no gases, no Vatican, the committee took the
to
of
the
attitude
Holy trom all other days.
sound
self
4LFALFA SEED. All kinds of flowers, garden & field seeds in bulk and packages belching, no eructations of undigested
"In leap year, a day would be in
See.
feel
head
clears and you
food, your
to be known as "leap
terpolated
"with
of
is
he
the
said,
'It
opinion,'
fine.
which would be placed, accora-inThe only exclusive grain house in Santa Fe
day,"
in
interested
of
those
Go now, make the best investment the majority
to some, after the 30th day of
you ever made by getting a large fifty this question, that the reform of the June, or, according to others, at car
cent case of Pape's Diapepsin from calendar is not practically realizable nival time.
f : WHEN YOU CAN GET THE : :
This, of course, is a
with the assent of the Holy
Phone Black
mere detail.
Phone Black any drug store. You realize in five except
was
the
since
largely
question
minutes how needless it is to suffer See,
"If we therefore concede that the
45
fiom indigestion, dyspepsia or any that of fixing the dates of religious
to be
We know from a reliable day following New Year's Day is
holidays.
All
stomach disorder.
of
divide the
source, that the Holy See has sub- January 1st, we can then
of
three
mitted the question of the reform of year into four equal parts
AUSTRIAN SOLDIERS KILLED.
and,
the calendar for the consideration of months each, each 91 days long, these
Delivered to your house. Patronize home industry. Leave orders
is by a happy coincidence, each of
It
Rites.
of
the
Congregation
Dawson Coal
Belgrade, Servia, Sept. 25. A grave stated further that this examination quarters would consist of exactly 13
lola
ATI
KAUNE & CO.'S STORED PHONE 26.
frontier incident occurred today when would
Sawed Wood
El Toro
probably be quite lengthy, weeks.
to
six fully equipped Austrian soldiers,
sufficient
be
will
therefore
"It
investito
an
would
rise
it
since
give
to
under the command of Lieutenant
of these quarters
gation throughout all Christian coun consider one
understand the whole.
Szekeresy, were arrestd by Servian tries."
frontier guards and charged with
"In order not to change too much
"To work out a calendar," M. Canespionage. The Austrian soldiers be- non Le Grand continued, "it is essen- our present customs, we divide the
longed to the garrison of the
tial to hear in mind that an astrono- quarter Into three months, consisting
town of Panscova, about 10 mical year consists of 365.2422166 of 30, 30 and 31 days. Only the last
miles to the northeast of the Servian days. It being impossible to base a month of each quarter would have 31
De;
capital.
calendar on bo elaborate a number, days, and these 31st days wouiu on
All Kinds of Building Materials.
the year has been lengthened to 365 Sundays, if we begin the quarters
will be seen, therefore,'
ORANGEMEN ACTIVE.
days and a quarter. Then, under Pope Monday. It
Screen Doors, Red
White Cedar Fence Posts
our habit of
Gregory, this lengthening has been that we should preserve
in
quarters,
Deof
speaking
three
Yard 333 llickox Street, Near Union Depot.
25.
the
dropping
Portadown, Ireland, Sept.
compensated by
to us,
termination not to submit to home days In the space of four centuries. months and weeks. It seems
a
be
would
good
there
100
that
100
therefore,
Red
Red
100
Red
Phone,
Phone,
rule was expressed today by 20,000 If, now, we again round off the figure
Phone,
THESE DAYS OF MODERN METHto
the
Orangemen and unionists, residents and bring it to exactly 365 days, chance of persuading of tnepublic
present
of the county of Armagha, Ulster. this annual shortening of the year accept a modification
ODS, Electricity plays a most imporThey had assembled in the birthplace is compensated by the addition of one ralpndar."
tant part. The grandfather would
Rmthprhnod hs an essential in perof Orangeism to welcome Sir Edward day, the 29th day of February, each
relations
trade
international
fourth year. But 365 is not divisible fecting
Carson and other unionist leaders.
be amazed at the radiance of the moddwelt upon today
by 7, so that the year Is not made up and world peace was
Labor
and
ern homeand why all this light ? To
It by Secretary of Commerce
ot a whole number of weeks.
GENERAL WOOD INSPECTS,
welPHONE 85 MAIN.
would be sufficient, however, to bring Charles Nagel, In an address of
make the home more homelike to make
to the
Chicago, Sept. 25. Major General the number of days to 364 to adjust come to the viBiting delegates ChamWHOLESALE
of
International
Fifth
Congress
the home the most pleasant spot on earth
Leonard Wood, chief of staff of the everything.
AND RETAIL
"The basis of the reform Is the in- bers of Commerce.
United States army, arrived in Chifor father, mother and children. Good light
"What we want to establish," said
SWASTIKA LUMP
FACTORY WOOD
cago today. The general made an genious Idea of withdrawing from the
inso
relation
a
such
"is
Mr.
first
the
course
weeks
of the
Nagel,
that is easy on the eyes is very much to be
inspection at Fort Sheridan. Tonight regular
CERRILLOS LUMP
SAWED WOOD
he will depart from Chicago for Wyo- day of January. The first of January timate commercially, and subsequently
STEAM COAL
desired.
to
CORD WOOD
ming, where he will meet Secretary would be New Year's Day. This day socially, that no country, a party
will permit controi3 already, according to our customs your congress,
ANTHRACITE COAL, ALL SIZES.
of War Stimson.
versy, because it cannot afford to have
Montezuma Avenue, near A., T. & S. F. Railroad Depot.
it."

" Soltaire " Goods.
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Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and Salt.
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Why Import Mineral Water ?

g

LEO HERSCH

Celebrated Maiden Buttee Mineral Water,
Kinds
Soda,
Special High Ball Ginger Ale
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THE SANTA FE MINERAL WATER CO.

J. CRICHTON
Lumber and Coal Yard
R.

Hun-gario- n

LIGHT

and

half-year-

IN

CAPITAL COAL YARD

Wood

WSI

THE STAR BARN

BEAUTIFUL PRINCESS RENOUNCES HER
FOR LOVE.
ROYAL RANK-JU- ST

Successor to

Also

First-Clas-

Phone Main

Hacks, Busses and Baggage Wagons

s

139

LIVERY RIGS.

S

J. R. CREATH,

310

Toledo,

La Salle Restaurant
CHAS. GANN, Prop.
Telephone II.
Doorg Below F. Andrews Store.

WOWS

ally, actine
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Take Hall's Family Pills for con
stipation.

STAGE LINE

From
BARRANCA TO TAOS
Meets Both North South
Bounds Trains.

5. C. BUFF
A Number of

IENT as to touch

SANTA FE WATER & LIGHT CO.

For sale at

$1.50 to $3.00
ROOSTERS ONE

YEAR OLD

$3.00 to $5.00
Charles A. Wheelon

-

PHONE

204

3

Rooms With Bath,

SUMMER
TOURIST
iM'i.'Twtj,H,v.i.Hij

Tickets
On

Sale

Sept 30,

IN CONNECTION WITH THE NEW MEXICO CENTRAL
CHICAGO,
NEW YORK,

$50.35
$79.35

BOSTON,
ST. LOUIS,

$85.95
$44.35

BUFFALO,

ST. PAUL,

$69.85
$50.35

CLOSE CONNECTION AT TORRANCE

WITH THE

GOLDEN STATE LIMITED
IPHDMIA
L ALU UAH I A
CK

Goinf via El Paso and Sootbern Pacific and

retnrninf

,'same route, or via A., T. & S. F.
LOS ANGELES and SAN DIEGO,
SAN FRANCISCO,

$46.90

$55.90

For further information address Eugene Fox, Gen'l Passenger Agt. E. P. & S. W. System, El Paso. Tas, or
H. A. COO.HER, General

Manager

N. M. C. R. ft.,

JULIUS MURALTER

The Tailor
COUNTESS

WALDBURG,

FORMERLY

SANTA FE, N. M

ARCHDUCHESS

ELIZABETH

OF

AUSTRIA.

Daily, Until
1912.

SO CONVEN

Thoroughbred Cockerels

Leaves Barranca on the arrival ot
the north bound train and arrlvea at
Regular Meals 25 cents.
Taos it 7 p. in.
Rooms for Pent 2Cc and 60c
Short Orders at All Hours.
Ten miles shorter than any other
way. Good covered- hacks and good
BOARD BY THE WEEK $5.00
teams. Fare 95.00 round trip. Teams
(Trench Noodle Order 10c a dlan,
furnished commero'al men to take In
Mew York Chop Suey 50c. the
surrounding tena. Whw E'.nbudc
Station.

two

N

IS QUITE

the button and
stove
is
ready to cook your
your
iron ready to use, your toasted
ready for the hurried breakfast, your vacuum cleaner ready for the fray, your washer
ready to cleanse, fan ready to cool the heated rooms. Electricity will do every thing
for you. We furnish it at reasonable rates,
day aad n'ght' Estimates and full information cheeer fully given.

u.

Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken intern
directly unon the blood
and mucous surfaces of the system.
sent free. Price 75
Testimonials
cents per bottle. Sold by all Drug- -

San Fracisco St,

SANTA FE, N. M.

OPEN DAY AND NIGHT

FOW

HOW'S THIS?
We offer One Hundred Dollars Re-

ward for any case of Catarrh that cannot he cured hy Hall's Catarrh Cure.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
We, the undersigned, have known
P. J. Cheney for rbe last 15 yearB, and
believe him perfectly honorable in all
business transactions and financially
able to carry out any obligations
made bv his firm.
NATIONAL BANK OF COMMERCE,

MORGAN LIVERY CO.,
FIRST-CLAS-

at

Will clean, press repair

The very exclu
But Count Waldburg, handsome,
Vienna, Sept.
sive and very old imperial house ot, young, a dashing lieutenant of the
HansburE the reigning family of royal dragoons, and a certain Dan
y
lost its prettiest and Cupid interfered in the grandfather-emperor'- s
most lovable princess when the Arch
plans and the little princess
duchess Elizabeth Francoise renounc fell in love with the bold soldier, who
ed her royal rank and title to become devoted half his time to teaching milthe bride of her brother's military itary tactics to the brother and the
rest to wooing the sister.
tutor, Count George Waldburg.
It was a love match, pure and
Elisabeth was just following the exsimple, for, while Count Waldburg has ample of many of her uncles, aunts
blue blood of an old Austrian-Germaand cousins who have renounced their
through his veins, rights and privileges as members of
family coursing
he is not royal.
the oldest of European royal houses
The princess has lived with her to follow the dictates of their hearts.
After much coaxing and pleading,
grandfather since her grandmother,
Empress Elizabeth, was assassinated the princess obtained her grandfathin 1898, and she was the emperor's er's consent to her - marriage with
pet and pride. He had hoped to marry Count Waldburg. The emperor preher to the highest of royalty, and. sided at the wedding. Tears mingled
with that end in view, personally su- with his smiles as the archduchess
perintended her education, although went through the act of renunciation
her father, the Archduke Franz
and became just a common subject,
is the most intellectual of the but the little
was the hap-- 1
Hapsburgs.
plest bride in all the empire that day.
25.

Austro-Hungar-

n

or alter Ladies and
Gents' Garments at

1

$1.50 and $2.00 Per Day

THE ALBIT HOTEL
This is something new for a Denver Hotel.
Larger rooms with bath, $2.50 and $3.00 per
day. Try one of these moderate priced rooms
with bath, and you will be pleased. New Fire
Proof Annex, every room with bath..

prices and
will guarantee his work;
Orders taken for Ladies'
reasonable

and

I

I
I

Gents' Custom

Made Suits, Overcoats,

Skirts or Riding Suits.
Thirty years of experience in
tailoring in seme of the largest
cities in Europe and America.

Land Office at Santa Fe, New
on the 15th day of October,
Mexico,
Department of tne Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M. 1912..
Claimant names as witnesses:
August 22, 1912.
Juan Ortiz, Pedro Ortis y Pino,
Notice Is hereby eiven that Leopol-Montoya, Estanislado Pens,
Agustine
New
Mexico,
do Gonzales, of Santa Fe,
N. M.
Home-stead- y all of Galisteo,
who, on May 27, 1907, made
R. OTERO,
MANUEL
Entry No. 11519 for N 2 SW
Rejristr?- 4
NE
4
SW
NW
8E
NOTICE

TJ. S.

FOR PUBLICATION.

1--

101

Washington

Avenue.

Phone Black 221.

Sal-vato- r,

.

....

Qoods Called

for and Delivered.

1--

1--

1-- 4,

Section 34, Township 15 N, Range 9
Subscribe for tne Santa Fe
v v m p meridian, has filed notice
the paper "hat bests
Mexican,
proof, to
of intention to make
of the time and works for the
aoove
land
to
the
claim
establish
cf our. new Stat.
before Register or Receiver, building

Nt
up-

Wednesday, Sept.

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN

25, 1912.
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tribune
emeGo
tells
k Your Backache FRATERNAL SOCIETIES
THE REAL SIi UATION TOO and Rheumatism

The Capital Tailor
SAYS
unless you get entire

BR!

unless
satisfaction
your clothes keep

ttC'j

their shape, wear
well, look well, you

are not getting what
you should. Putsome
thought into this, as
you would into any
business proposition,
0UR SUIT MADE BY

HAVE
THE

CAPITAL TAILOR

and

A

WITH

The following are abstracts taken these men and is laboring for the profrom the Chicago Tribune and from gressive cause.
Backache drags on your vitality.
Saps
The man behind Otero and the oth- your strength.
the Philadelphia North American, on
Weakens your endurance.
the visit of Colonel Theodore Roose- ers in the progressive movement is
Hampers you in your work.
Besides that, it means some
velt to New Mexico. The Tribune man Bronson M. Cutting, son of the late
thing wrong with your
with Colonel Itoosevelt was John Bayard Cutting of New York. Cutkidneys; a weakness, an
Callan O'Laughlin, Washington corre- ting is a young fellow of 20, a milliona breaking
inflammation,
a
and
determined
of
one
aire,
best
the
and
of
opponent
posted
spondent
down, may be, of the kidney
men on public matters in the United privilege in this state.
tissues. Foley Kidney Pills
He has purchased a paper In Santa
is the true answer. They
North
The
States.
Philadelphia
will help you QUICKLY,
American correspondent was Angus Fe, which is an ardent advocate of
strengthen and heal your
McSween, probably the ablest politi- progressive principles, and is doing
kidneys, regulate the action
his
corin
of
to
end
power
Both
cal writer in Pennsylvania.
everything
of your bladder, and drive
these gentlemen were "told the facts ruption.
out Backache and Rheumatism. They
Cutting and the others with him will make a strong, well man of you.
about the situation in New Mexico."
Both of them have made arrange- have their hands full in this mission. No habit forming drugs. Try them.
ments for their newspapers to have The Sant Fe railroad and the Rocky tor sale by all druggists.
the "facts about the situation in New Mountain, St. Louis and Pacific commore elaborately pany, which is a holding concern for adequate accounts of the reception acMexico" furnished
him in the state and of his
during the progress of this campaign. vast tracts of coal and timber, are corded
charged with debauching the legisla- speeches was the democratic paper,
(From the Chicago Tribune.)
Colonel Theodore Roosevelt travers- ture and with political practices de- while in its editorial columns of this
ed New Mexico today, teaching the signed to reap the benefit at the ex- paper, under the announcement that
the paper is supporting Wilson and
Indian sign language to a tribe of pense of the people.
The republican national committee- Marshall, was printed an editorial deZunis, shaking hands with a bunch
of cowboys, preaching honesty in busi- - man is an attorney from the Santa Fe. claring Colonel Roosevelt to be the
ness and politics and urging that the He also is called by the press of the nation's leading citizen and praising
his accomplishments as a public man
people of this Btate free themselves state "the black buzzard of San Miguel." Another attorney for the Santa in the various important offices he has
from boss control.
It was a day in many respects spec- Fe takes a deep interest In politics, occupied.
The republican newspapers in the
The especially when the legislature is in
tacular and in all interesting.
train conveying the colonel to Albu- session. The moving political spirit thief towns of both states are conquerque moved through a panorama in the coal companies is Charles trolled by the Taft supporters, chiefly

of brown hills of quaint formations, Springer, a republican organization
by scattered adobe houses, where cow- man.
These men are all working for the
live, and
boys, or sheep herders
towns of Spanish archilittle
of Mr. Tali, as is Senator
through
isfactory clothes.
tecture.
Catron. It will be remembered that
At the colonel's special request the some time ago four members of the
train stopped at a pueblo to give the legislature were charged with receivmotion picture man, named "movie" ing bribes in connection with the sen-by the party, an opportunity to take atorial election.
some photographs of the Indian resi- The affair, it is said, turned out to
dents.
be "a plant" for the purpose of pre- The news of the colonel's intention venting "Bull" Andrews from
being
evidently had reached the town, for elected to the senate. Jn spite of the
eta-(
to
the Indians dashed madly
the
tact that the bribe money was passed,
tion as the train .stopped. The squaws the accused men were retained in the
were not disposed to have their piclegislature and no action has been
tures taken, and covered their faces. taken in the way of criminal
prosecu"Wait 'a minute, 'movie,'" the colo- tion.
nel shouted. "I'll get them to listen
The big thing the republican cenand then you can take them."
committee desired to accomplish
tral
"Movie" did not wait, however, but, was
to beat Andrews and elect Catron
pressing a coin in the hand of each and Fall. The former was a law THE SALT LAKE
squaw as an inducement "to approach
MEXICO
partner of Senator Stephen B. Elkins,
IRRIGATION
closer to the special car.
of West Virginia. Senator Fall sharp
a
'Movie's'
"By
George,
diplomat,"
MEET FRIDAY
ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
ly denounced Taft for his vacillating
ejaculated the colonel. "He ought to
policy with respect to the Mexican
St.
court
be
at
the
of
ambassador
'The West Point of the Southwest.
revolution. He is ostensibly supportThe 1912 session of the Irrigation
James."
ing him for
though is Congress which convenes at Salt
Ranked as "Distinguished
The governor of the pueblo, a dig- speaking
Lake City for a four day session on
kindly of Itoosevelt.
nified looking Indian in Caucasian
Institution " by the U S.
September 30th will be the annivercostume, was presented to the colo- - ridden in the same way as the repub-- t sary of two important events. First,
War Department.
nel. He said he was a Carlisle Indian.
lican party. The democrats complain it will be the twenty-firs- t
birthday of
Located In the beautiful Pecos
..
Alter a few motions of Mr. Roose- - because
the congress itself and in addition it
of
"absent
bossism.
Felix
3,700
above
sea
feet
Valley,
level,
volt b hands the governor identified
anniverwho has great influence will celebrate the sixty-fiftsunshine every day. Open air
incidents in a story the colonel told. Martinez,
of the inception of Anglo-Saxowork throughout thtt entire sesthe
among
spends sary
u
o.
th
.t
irrigation. Oddly enough both of these
sion.
Conditions for physical
most of bis time in El Paso.
and mental development are
school, but did not know them himBecause of the knowledge the peo- anniversaries will be celebrated at
self.
IDEAL such as eannotbe found
the very place where they originated,
have of conditions in the two old for
elsewhere in America. Pour-tee"You have not the bull moose in ple
it was
those who heard Colonel National- at Salt Iake City that the
officers and instructors, all
New Mexico," observed the colonel, parties
Irriagtiou congress first
Roosevelt this afternoon listened at
graduates from standard Ka st"but you have the antelope and coysprung into oeing ana at ttie same
Ten buildings,
de
ern colleges.
and
to
with
his
approval
ote. Do you remember the coyote tentively
place the first water was turned onto
modem in every respect.
nunciation of bosses.
the. land -fnr- irritrntinn nurnnHps
huJ
- who ran with a torch in his mouth?"
"I appeal to you," the colonel said,
Regents
The grave face of the Indian lighted "in the
name
of
of
the
elements
good
E. A. CAHOON. President.
It will not be upon its historic sigup. "Yes, yes, ' he replied, "that is
J. E. RHEA,
.
,
citizenship to ask your support for nificance that the coming session of
Is
of
one
our
folk
stories.
lore."
It
J. P. WHITE, Treasurer.
the elemental principles of the right the congress will
The colonel referred to the triumph of the
depend for force or
JOHN W. POE, Secretary.
people to rule themselves and popularity. Its usefulness has long
in
recent
lad
of
the
Indian
the
F1NLAY.
W. A.
Sharpe
of social and industrial justice."
ago been firmly established and the
Then he told the
Olympic games.
The colonel urged that the citizens fcremost questions in connection with
For particulars and Illustrated catahis
would
and
he
that
governor
people
of New Mexico think for themselves irrigation have been thoroughly dislogue, address,
do justice to them if elected, as he
as to who were bossing in their own cussed in open session with the rehad done justice to them when he
COL. JAS. W. WILLSON, Supt.
state,
pointing out that what is hap sult that its deliberations have shaped
was president. "I know you are not
here is happening elsewhere the actions, not only of our own, but
pening
voters," he added, "but you are the
the
of foreign governments.
wards of the nation and as such must throughout man country,
who now bosses," he
In spite of its past accomplishments
"Every
be treated justly."
man
who discredit- the coming congress will have an opcontinued,
"every
It was at Albuquerque that the colo- ed the' name of New Mexico when it
portunity to deal with some of the
nel made the only speech of any was a
territory is against us in this gieatest questions ever presented for
In
The
state.
this
delivered
length
fight; is against us naturally because consideration ranging all the way
special car was run alongside a small if we have our way the day of the from state rights to waters flowing
plaza in the center of which was a boss and
of the corrupt financier through its territory down to the best
.stand decorated with American flags. will come day
means of building a hedge of safety
to an end."
Back of the stand mounted on their
The colonel described anew the around irrigation finance and the!
horses were 150 cowboys. Each rode theft of the nomination at
Chicago and surest method of shutting out "wild
to the stand and shook hands with the
WHEN YOU FIND YOURSELF WRITING THE
coined a new phrase when he said cat" and "get rich quick" operators
colonel.
Massed around the stand
SAME THING FREQUENTLY IN THE COURSE OP
that "the real reactionary is always from Irrigation speculation.
were about 5000 men and women,
These Important subjects will be
convulsion."
YOUR BUSINESS, REMEMBER A RUBBER STAMP
more than half of whom were of Span- inviting government by
handled by the greatest minds in
He
Governor
declared
Johnson
that
WILL SAVE YOU A GREAT DEAL OF TIME.
BUSY
ish descent and many of whom could and Governor Straus
ana meir siuaies aiong mese
"represent the
not understand English.
PEOPLE ARE USINQ RUBBER STAMPS MORE NOW
for the bene--!
of men whom the progressives "nes n! be, P
types
For their benefit, George Armijo, are
THAN EVER BEFORE BECAUSE THEY SAVE TIME,
to elect, one. always iden.!fit f irrigatlonists at large.
trying
a uc
candidate for presidential elector on tifled with the
lor- suuwii
AND TIME IS MONEY THESE DAYS.
republican party and tells a luteieei uueauy of
the progressive ticket, and for whose the other
larger
gathering
delegates
identified
with the
conhas
child the colonel stood as godfather, democratic formerly both
of them true than and marked any former
party,
Salt Lake City is preparing
gress
translated the colonel's remarks.
progressives and therefore wise con- a most unique
plan of entertainment
Armjio, who had been sergeant in servatives."
which will be specially emblematic of
One-lione
Riders
-2
F
of
the
and
2
not
over
Troop
ISc
Inches
Rough
"I ask you," the colonel urged, "to
leaf
Stamp,
These
Empire.
of the first men wounded in Cuba, has stop being governed by the bosses. I the
Each additional line on stamp
10c
plans include an opening session filled
the
of
the
to
Republican
hostility
I
own
gained
be
masters.
ask
you
your
One-lin- e
with magnificent music including a
Stamp, over 2 -2 and not over 3 -2 inches tent 20c
organization because of what they ask you to think for yourselves and rendition
of the famous Ode to IrriEach additional line on stamp.
He had been to act for yourselves, and to tell the
15c
term his "desertion."
a chorus of four hundred
by
gation
One-lian active member of the old guard bosses that you are through with
stamp, over 3 -2 and not over 5 laches long.... 25c
by the historic Taberaccompanied
and was useful by reason of his in- them. I ask that., you refuse to let nacle
Each additional line on same stamp
organ and orchestra of fifty
20c
fluence among the
these bosses lead you around like pieces. Then there will be a mamOne-li10c
As a reward for his work he was sheep. I ask you to stand up as Amer- moth electric
Stamp, over 5 Inches lone per inch .
pageant led by the
Each additional line, same price. (Curved lines
made chief clerk of the corporation ican citizens and Bhow that you have Queen of Irrigation, the Wizard of
ft on
commission.
Following the Roosevelt the right to judge for yourself, and the Wasatch and their attendant
Stamp count as two lines).
he said he had that no one can deliver your votes. I suites, the four days of enjoyment
however,
candidacy,
Borders of all shapes, under 3 inches loot
25c extra
tc go with his "old colonel."
ask that you stand for the progres-- ending with a grand ball at the Hotel
Larger sizes at proportionate prices. Where type used Is
Upon him and former Governor sive national ticket and that you sup Utah.
over one-ha-lf
inch in size, we chare
one Hue far each
Otero, who is leading the Roosevelt port the progressive cause."
one-ha- lf
movement, the principal fight is being (From Philadelphia North American.)
inch or fraction.
BRANDS
One of the most signficant circumconcentrated. Otero was appointed
DATES, ETC.
governor of New Mexico by Colonel stances in connection with Colonel
Roosevelt when it was a territory. For Roosevelt's trip through both Arizona IMPORTANT NOTICE TO CATTLE
Local Dater any town and date, for -2 mch
Mc
a time he was an associate of "Bull" and New Mexico was the unmistakMEN AND STOCKMEN.
50c
Ledger Dater month, day and year in -3 inch
Andrews, Senator Quay's handy man, able regard for him displayed by the
In consequence of the great number
and now a business associate of Sena- democrats. In Phoenix, for instance, of brands now on record in the office
35c
Regular Line Dater month, day and year, -4 mch
tor Penrose, but has broken with the only newspaper that published of The Cattle Sanitary Board, not
Line
Dater
-8
Regular
month, day mad year,
inch.... 25c
now in actual use, the State Legis-laturDefiance Model Band Dater
1.50
has passed a law requiring all
Facsimile Signature Rubber Stamp mmi Weed Cot.
1.50
owners of recorded Uranus to le-- ,
,
Pearl Check Protector....
cord their brands within a period of
..1J0
six months, commencing on Sept.
that iet into the body are killed in two rays by the white corpuscles
Germs
SELF-INKIN- G
STAMP PADS.
substance that is in the blood. Just what this
g
of the blood, and by a
10th, 1912. A failure upon the part of
some
has
of
3-3-The
blood
a
1
4,
15 cts; 2 x 3 4, 25 cts ; 2
healthy person always
substance is, we do not know.
2,
each holder of a recorded brand to
25 cts;
head
The
fountain
off
disease.
the
ward
attack
of
substance in it to
g
his brand in the time required
35 cts; 3 -8 x 6, 60 cts
2
4
2,
75 cts;
A man who has a weak and impaired stomach and who
of life is the stomach.
forfeits all right of further
weak
law,
become
blood
has
his
1- -4
by
will
soon
find
that
his
food
AH
x 9, 85 cts.
colors. Stamp Pad Ink, 25 cts per bottle.
does not properly digest
4
use. In a short time circular letters
and impoverished, and that his whole body is improperly and insufficiently nourFOR TYPE SPFCIMENS ADDRESS,
ished. To put the body in healthy condition, to feed the system on rich, red blood together with proper blanks for sendand throw out the poisons from the body, nothing in tha past forty years has ing in renewals to the office of the
excelled mvrierce s liolden Mecucai uiscovery, a pure Cattle
Board will be sent out
glyceric extract (without alcohol), of bloodroot, golden to eachSanitary
holder of brands now of
seal and Oregon grape root, stone root, mandrake and
record. To facilitate this work as
queen's root with blaek cherrybark.
" My husband was a sufferer from stomach trouble and much as possible, and to avoid the
SANTA FE, NKW MEXICO.
rewrites Mns. Jamks II. Martin, of Frankimpure blood."
a lapsing of brands, it is earnestly
fort, Ky. " He had a sore on his face that awould form
now having
scab which would dry and drop off in about month, then quested that all parties
this way recorded brands, upon receipt of
another would immediately form. It continued one
would
for a long timo. He tried every remedy that any
proper blanks from this office, send in
Dr. Pierce's
Let Him Know It If you are out of state. If you have any special talsuggest but found no relief. lie then tried
cured him. He their renewals with the least possible
which
Medical
completely
Golden
Discovery
a position, you must let the employer ent, do not hide it under a bushel.
has stayed cured now for two years, and I recommend this delay.
valuable medicine for impurities of tho blood."
Cattle Sanitary Board of New Mexico.
Work for the New Mexican. It is
know it. A want advertisement in the
Pellets regulate and invigorate
Pleasant
Dr. Pierce's
nees and professional hmd In the city working for you, for Santa Fe and
By W. J. LINWOOD,
.
.
.
.
,
c
.i
..ta
stomaen, liver ana nowcit, ju(iii-tuicSecretary.
uuj Klu..o.
and county and a great many in the the new state.
J. H. Maetin. Esq.

Clothes are good
enough, but not for you

Read Made

A. E. SYUFY.

lf

-

t-

:

Anglo-Saxon-

Rubber Stamps.
PRICE LIST.
1-

Inter-mountai- n

1-

ne

I04Galisteo Street

1-

1-

ECOMONY

Seer tary.
Santa Fe Commandery
No. 1, K. T. Regular
conclave fourth Monday in each month at
Masonic Hall at 7:30
p. m.
W. H. KENNEDY,

E.

W. E. GRIFFIN, Recorder.

Santa

Fe
M.

"All Co ids at Right Prices"
13 THE MOTTO OF

Pe?-fectio-n

No. 1, 11th

13514,

GROCERY

C.

Santa Fe Lodge of

de-

J. fi. BLAIN, Jr.
SQUARE DEAL TO ALL

309

San Francisco Street
Roswell,N.M.
Pecos Valley
FAIR & PRODUCT

EXPOSITION

Oct. 1st to 4th,

1912

$17.75
For the round trip from Santa Fe N. M.
One first class fare for the round
trip from all points In New Mexico to Roswell and return.
Dates of sale, Sept. 29, 30, Oct.
1 and 2.
Return limit October 7,

Camp
W. a.

meets second Tuesday each month, so-- ;
cial meeting third
Tuesday at Fire-- !
man's Hall. Visit-- !

1912.

s.

li

LUTZ, Agent

Santa

Fe, N. M

Ing neighbors welcome.
A. G.

WHITTIER, Consul,
Clerk.

j

CHAS. A. RISING,

F. W. FARMER

Homestead

THE "NET"
Is the name Of the big fifteen thousand dollar serial story which will ap-I- (
ar in The Weekly Kansas City Star
toon, for the newspaper
rights of
which the author received $15,000.
The story, pronounced the greatest

No.

2879, Br o t h e r
hood of Amen
can Yoemen.

Meets first Fri

day

of the

month at the this popular novelist has written, will
Firemen'B Hall. not be published as a book until It
H. Foreman, A. E. Robinson.
has run serially In this newspaper.
The theme is the Italian Mafia, and
Cor. Sec. David Gonzales.
against that sinister background the
author has thrown the softer colors' of
ODD FELLOWS,
No. 2, I. O. O. F. an absorbing and fascinating love
Santa Fe Lodea story. The story, while tragic in tone.
meets
regularly nas tne "Umor, sprignumess ana
characterized his
Thursday evening at 8 o'clock tion tnat have
in Odd Fellows Hall.
Visiting broth- - previous successes,
erg always welcome.
"The Net" will be continued In lib- I
U
,ninl. nrlft,
tnii
t. ti v. n
niiu ftu,-ffl ill iumaiiiimui
nccti,
FRATERNAL UNION OF AMERICA. teen powerful Illustrations by Howard
Lodge No. 259, holds its regular Giles. The subscription price of The
meeting on the first Thursday of each Weekly Kansas City Star is 25 cents a
month at Fireman's hall at 7:30 p. m. year.
Subscribe now and avoid missing a
Visiting brothers are Invited and
J. A. RAEL, F. M.
copy.
DAVID GONZALES, Secretary.
Addrass
THE WEEKLY KANSAS CITY STAR
Kansas City, Mo.
'

l

1

wel-com-

NOTICE

W.G.T.U.
CONVENTION

PORTLAND, ORE.
Oct. 18 to 26th, 1912
$60.00

FOR PUBLICATION.

Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe,
New Mexico, Sept. 20, 1912.
Notice is hereby given that Toribio
Gonzales, of Pecos, New Mexico, who
on August 2G, 1907, made Homestead
for Lots
application, No.
1 and 2, Section 6 and Lot 4, Section
5, Township 1G N.. Range 12 E., N. M.
P. Meridian, has filed notice of inten-- i
r
tion to make
proof, to establish claim to the land above described,
before Register and Receiver, U. S.
Land Office, at Santa Fe, New Mexico,
or. the 8th day of November, 1912.
as witnesses:'
Claimant names
Emilio Gonzales, Pedro Rivera, Cres-tin- o
Rivera, Enrique Rivera, all of
Pecos, New Mexico.
04732-1191-

five-yea-

Direct Routes, via Denver and Salt
Lake.

$76.50
Going one way via Denver, the
other way via California.
Dates of Sale Oct. 12, 14, 15. . Return limit Nov. 15th, 1912.
H. S. LUTZ, Agent.
Santa Fe, N. M.

MANUEL R. OTER,

Register.

Spanish-American-

ne

1

fr

Colonist mates
VIA

1-

1-

....

1-

1-

e

.....

How The Body Kills Germs.
term-killin-

x4

1- -4,

1-

x7

1--

germ-killin-

NEW MEXICAN PRINTING CO.

--

1''

RIO GRANDE
(Scenic Line of the World)

VERY LOW

Y
FARES FROM DENVER & RIO GRANDE STATIONS TO
ONE-WA-

British Columbia, California, Idaho, Montana,
Nevada, Orejron and Washington Points
On Sale September 25th

LIBERAL

STOP-OVER-

to October

10th

S

jL

u,

M

J.RRHOADS

H. P.

SELIGMAN,

Spanish-American-

n

ne

ARTHUR

The Novelty Shop,

Telephone 157 W. :: SANTA FE. N.
All work guaranteed first class.

Santa Fe Chapter No
1, R. A. M.
Regular
second
convocation
Monday of each month
at Masonic Hall at
7:30 p. in.
CIIAS. A. WHEELON,

INSTITUTE

MILITARY

at

Hall

at

For Fruit Ladders, Step
ders, Common Ladders, Ironing Tables, Upholstering,
Furniture Repairing and all
Kinds of Repair Work. .'. .'.

7:30.
ALAN R. McCORD, W. M.
CHAS. E, L1NNEY, Secretary.

gree. Ancient and Accepted Scottish Rite of
Free Masonry meets on
the third Monday of each month at
7:30 o'clock in the evening in Masonthe representatives of railroads and ic Hall, south side of Plaza. Visiting
the Guggenheims, and these papers, Scottish Rite Masons are cordially invited to attend.
with the characteristic
bigotry and
S. G. CARTWRIGHT,
32.
blindness of all special privilege advoVenerable
Master.
either
Colonel Roosecates,
ignored
velt's visit or attempted to minimize
B. P. O. E.
its importance and to make light of its
Santa Fe LodgeNo.
effect.
P. O. E.,
460, B.
The newspapers were doing this
holds its regular
while almost the entire population of
session on the secthe towiiB in which they are published
ond
and fourth
were cheering Colonel Roosevelt and
Wednesday of each
fighting for opportunities to hear him
month. Visiting
speak.
brothers are, invitThe same crowds cheered every
ed and welcome.
made
point
by the colonel against the FRANK T. BLAND Y,
oiu parties ana me Dosses who conExalted Ruler,
trol them, and cheered the purposes
P: M. A. LIENAU,
of the progressives, as explained by
Secretary,
him.

don't waste money on unsat-

NEW

Masonic

RHODES

FOR

Lodge

No. 1, A. F. & A. M.
Regular communication first Monday
of each month at

FOLEY KIDNEY PILLS

HREC

Save' Your Orders

-

MASONIC.

Montezuma

.

Call on or write your local agent or W. D. Shea, T. P. A
Santa Fe, for information as to rates, routes, etc.
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THE AMERICAN

Modern Grocery Comp

league pennant is
Boston's. The Red Sox may now lake
it easy until the close of the season,
as no team can take away the honor
they have won so easily. Until the
championship sou sou closes the team
can prepare for the world's : series
"
with the G uiius.
It is peru&t'M at this time to give
& moment 8 contemplation to the man
in command of the American league
champions.
James It. McAleer, of Youngstown,
O has $;'.n.iHnt mvestod in the BostoD
club. Of this. ?l,!o.inW represents his
savings. The remaining $70,000 was
from
without interest
borrowed
Charles Comiakey of Chicago, one of
the wealthiest men m the American
league.
McAleer tells close friends that for
the past eight years his income as
manager and scout has been $20,000
a season. He saved his money and
when opportunity presented itself he
purchased the Boston club.
With $130,000 in the bank, it was
easy to secure the $70,0u0 balance
from Coniiskey, whose players have
made him rich and who always regarded Jim as the game's greatest
outfielder. Now, if the Red Sox win
the world's series, McAleer will not
only get back all of his investment,
Including the $70.ui)0 he borrowed
from Commy, but will have something
lefttto buy a few new players. A winning team is a gold mine, especially
In Boston.
McAleer tells, with no small show
M'ALEER'S MAKING A BUNCH OF MONEY OUT OF THE RED SOX.
of emotion, how he has kept out of
the game all season.
One day, he says, Yerkes was going
bad very bad. lie had been off his ered a capable and by some a great crew to a flag, and he was the onr
one. It was McAleer who saw in Jake man who could induce Stahl to return
stride for two weeks.
" 'Better lay him off, hadn't you, Stahl the ideal man to round out the to the game, which he had deserted
Boston infield and lead the
tor the banking business.
Jake?' I said to Stahl.
" 'Guess you'd better leave this to
McALEER'S
BASEBALL
RECORD.
me,' was Stahl's reply. 'I'm not enClub.
tear
Games.
Ave. Fid.
Hits. S.B.
League.
tirely bereft of ideas.'
1880 Charleston, S. 1
29
42
17
.861
.194
"And that was the end of it. Stahl 188
S. L..
S3
137
66
.343
Memphis,
.902
is running the club and Stahl is re- ISbS
83
100
78
Milwaukee, W. I
.293
.931
sponsible for the position in which
1889
109
105
47
.955
.235
Cleveland, N. L.
McAleer.
says
1890 Cleveland, P. L,
86
93
19
.272
.941
McAleer was ths greatest center 1891 Cleveland, X. h.
139
135
49
.204
.938
fielder that ever lived. He was born 1S92
X. L
150
138
41
.241
9g4
at Youngstown June 10, 18G4, and 1S93 Cleveland,
91
87
33
(j3
.253
Cleveland, N. L
career
with the 1894 Cleveland, N. L.
'953
began his professional
64
75
17
.298
!
Charleston club, Southern league, in 1895 Cleveland, N. L
122
39
151
958
.291
3SS0.
He went to Memphis, then to 1S06 Cleveland, N. L.
113
18
125
.281
.932
in
1SS9
and
with
Milwaukee,
signed
5
23
1S97 Cleveland, N. L.
20
.244
.947
Cleveland, where iie became the field- 189S Cleveland, N. L
104
86
26
.235
.962
ing wonder of the age,
1SA9
Transferred to St. Louis; refused to play.
Prior to McAleer s advent, "Jimmy" 1900 Cleveland American League manager.
Fogerty of the Phillies was the game's 1901 Cleveland American League manager, seventh place.
greatest. McAleer was never a great 1902 St. Louis American League manager, second place.
hitter, but his marveWua instinctive 1903 St. Louis American League manager, sixth place.
fielding was the delight of the fans 1904 st. Louis American League manager, sixth place.
and his fleetness of foot made him 1905 St. Louis American League manager, seventh place.
'
dangerous on the bases.
1906 St. Louis American League manager, fifth place.'
sixth
a
American
place.
after
manager,
absence
Louis
League
McAleer,
1907St.
year's
from the game, when the Cleveland 1 90S St. Louis American League manager, fourth place.
team moved to St. Louis, joined the 909 St. Louis American League manager, seventh place.
American league in 1900. While not 1910 Washington American League manager, seventh place,
rewarded with wonderful success as a 1911Washington American League manager, seventh place.
manager, he has always been consid- - 1912 Boston American League president, first place.
American

.

J

red-hose-

y

Welch-McFarlan-

BOSTON GETTING READY
Boston, Sept.. Sept. 25. Arrangements for the baseball games in this
city for the coming world's champion-

T

RICHIE AND WOLGAST.

s

Water-Mark-

e

" The Store With a Conscience.
PHONE 262.

32nd ANNUAL
New Mexico State Fair

)

because by comparison you would find that COUPON
BOND is far beyond the average Bond Paper in quality
character impressiveness, and all that makes stationery
really productive
Just specify COUPON BOND today. And see the
difference.
Let us show you sampler,.
MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY,
Santa Fe, N. M.

both teams are very popular in Santa

ALBUQUERQUE.
October 7, 8, 9, 10,

serious accident at 4 o'clock this
afternooi., which was miraculous
in that this popular and well
NATIONAL
LEAGUE.
known young lady was not serWon Lost Pet.
iously ii.jured. Miss Closson was
44
.688
New York
..97
driving ihe black horse so famil54
87
.617
Chicago
set n when the animal took
.... .86 56 .606 iarly
Pittsburgh
fright and started to run, col72
. ....72
.500
uincinnati .
liding with an automobile at the
74
.475 S corner of Don Caspar and San
..67
Philadelphia
st- Louis
85
.410
..59
Francisco streets. The carriage
88
.380
..54
was ovc rturned but fortunately
Brooklyn ..
96
.321
Miss Clusson escaped without
..47
Boston . . .
AMERICAN LEAGUE.
apparent serious injury and she
Won Lost Pet. IX was able to walk home. She was
45
dragged thirty feet under the
.688
Boston ... . , ...... 99
was a
... ,..OI 58 .600 carriage, and the escape
CLDU11J&LU1L
wonder. The horse was stopped
A
85
59
.590
Philadelphia
by Joseph Hayward on Don Gas- 72
.497
....71
Chicago
V
iivuuts.
47fi
76
69
Cleveland
X X SC X X SS
469
77
Detroit

HOW THEY STAND

f

New Yprk
St. Louis

......67

.

. . i

...

,

.

;
v-4-

94
93

WESTERN LEAGUE.
Won Lost
95
90

.
.

.

.88
78
77
73
75

.51

63
67
71
77
81
80
80
104

.343
.336

NOTICE

FOR

D. K. B. SELLERS,
President.

j

PCt.

MriTir'l?

nitron

f.nr.oVitr

SO

.l.t

X
X
X

-

r

x

j

1912.1

Q,..i

JOHN HAMPEL, Proprietor..

,

;

.

1

COLORADO SALOON
bt!afl .FINE WINES, LIQUORS AND CIGARS.
I Family Trpde Supplied.
EE32
259

San Francisco At.

f

SANTA FE, N. M.

FIRST STATE FAIR,

F.

n. m..
0fflce. a
on the 8th day of October, 1912.
Claimant
names' as witnesses:
Eulogio Sandoval, of Lamy, N. M.;
Jose Larranaga, of Lamy, N. M.;
Feliberto Martinez, of Lamy, N. M.;
Luciano Ortega, Lemy, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,

Boston at
Philadelphia at Brooklyn.
St. Louis at Pittsburg.

Secretary.

'

IE

scribed, before Register or Receiver,

NATIONAL.
New York.

,

X

574 on
March 8, 1906, made Homestead
551! Entry No. 9011, for NW
Section
504
11, Township 13 N., Range 11 E , N. M
491l P. Meridian, has filed notice of Inten-477 tion to make Five-yea- r
proof, to es469 tablish claim to the land above de- -

"8

FRANK A. STORTZ

X

Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe,
Aue.

1912.

12,

EVERY DAY

PUBLICATION.

New Mexico

.

Horse Racing, Airship Flights, Base Ball, Carnival Shows,

-

V

11,

Monday,
Opening Day
"State Day"
Tuesday,
Wednesday, "Good Roads Day"
Thursday, Albuquerque Day
Firemen's Day
Friday,
Columbus Day
Saturday,

AGENTS.

ACCIDENT THIS AFTERNOON. X
Miss S ay Closson met with a

Fe.

THEY PLAY.

thus

1

The De Luxe Business Paper

NEW

-

.

CAMEMBERT BRICK,
and even LIMBUROER

And, if you wanted to make your business stationery
100 fo efficient, you would specify

o

.

PINEAPPLE,

;
ss

d

o clock,
McFarland to come in

,

power of first-:!aonly realized the business-building- 1
stationery, you would choose your own Bond Paper and
jnot intrust its selection to a subordinate

McFarland-Wo- l

t

IMPORTED SWISS,
;
DOMESTIC,

IF YOU BUSINESS MEN

(Fac-Simil-

Just Received, a Fresh Lot of

One of Our Hobbies.

EMSai1ARK

Denver
Omaha .. ....
1st. Joseph
Des Moines
of four championship teams, and to-- ; last week, getting into touch with
Lincoln
soon
as
as
me
woigasi-Mcever.
uiuson
as
is
sound
day
Sioux City
Farland
and
the
In the experience of this splendid
veteran is an excellent lesson to matches were declared off. The Wichita
young players that it is good business Dane offered to meet McFarland un Topeka
der the same weight conditions as ADHERE
to take care of oneself.

BASEBALL

y

CHE

JIM M'ALEER'S RECORD SHOWS THERE'S A FORTUNE (N BASEBALL FOR
PLAYER WITH BUSINESS ABILITY.
The

25, 1912.

Wednesday, Sept.

N. M.
OCTOBER 7th To 12th,

Albuquerque,

illie
al'wnf0
San Francisco, Sept.
ship series at Fenway are well under
140 Puds' whlle Nelson
is back in town after a visitl1
way. Nearly one hundred men are at
more than 133 111 a bat'
nver
AMERICAN.
welh
work completing the arrangements to his brother in Chicago. His left
One
for
Round Trip From All Points in
New York at Boston.
for accommodating between thirty wrist, which has beep in a plaster ofi
New
Mexico
Washington at Philadelphia; postAlbuquerque.
thousand and thirty-fivthousand paris cast for three weeks, will bej Gibson wants to stage the match,
on account of rain.
Register.
persons at each of the games expect- released from its uncomfortable sur-u- t Di McFarland is holding out for a pened
FR01ft SANTA FE' N' M'
FROM SANTA FE, N. M.
Chicago at St. Louis; 2 games.
guarantee. Nelson has notified
and
then
ed to be played here.
roundings
The New TKeih
Society
Gibson
Stationery
is
to
on
he
work
that
will
know
willing
Richie
the
how
far
injuryl
The carpenters are rearing temporran Printing Company have on hand
Many new attractions this year. Bigger and better than ever
Nelson's representative
ho sustained some time ago has pro--j Percentage.
GAMES.
un
ary stands on all avialable space.
can
nromnMv
and
make
the
lnteit
manand Emil Thiery, Mcrarland's
DON'T FAIL TO ATTEND.
Ten thousand seats in addition to the gressed toward recovery.
forms in society stationery. The new
He is anxious to have his fighting ager, are to meet here tomorrow in
Dates of Sale Oct. 4th to 12th.
Return Limit, Oct. 14th, 1912
NATIONAL LEAGUE
normal capacity of twenty-twsize
Or
etc.
correspondence cards,
h effort to agree on the weight
At Pittsburgh.
Remember tbe Low Summer Tourist Rates to California on sale Daily
is expected to result from their equipment in good shape, as he is tion.
It is proposed to stage the Pittsburgh
to box Joe Mandot in New
4
9
0 bossed work.
Until September 30th.
labors. The clerks face each day a
Several lines to make
match in the second week in October. St. Louis
some
Orleans
in
time
0 3 2
October,
our RAlanttnn fvnm
pile of correspondence from all parts Richie is inclined to think that the Nelson is at present
H. S. LUTZ, Agent.
5anta Fe, New Mex. j
fighting in rare
O'Toole and Simon; Geyer and
of the country regarding the fifteen
II'
fifteen-roun!
locat-his
in
battle
with the Wingo.
the bone of the wrist,
form,
If you use embossed stationer;, you
thousand seats which are to be re- crack
ed by the
has disappeared, and tough young Chicago lightweight,
can do no better than place your or-- s?
served.
that he will be able to take up his Steve Ketchell, in St. Joe on Labor
At New York. Boston-NeYork, der with the New Mexican Printing
The Boston management has adoptwork without further delay.
Day showing the Dane had lost none no game; rain.
ring
Company, prices will be quoted upon
ed an elaborate system of protection
... mm
r
It seems that while Richie has of his stamina or aggessiveness.
xnnx.t
uur
icqucai,.
myitis ana xorms are
of
the
tickets
by been laying off from pugilistic acti-- l
against
securing
At Brooklyn. brooklyn-Philadelpito
date
up
strictly
speculators. The system already has vity a promoter located at Taft, in the
Fine Imported and Domestic Wines, Liquors
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thinking
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Florida,
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rather stirs up the blflod of the average citizen to know that property can
transfers of money made.
actually be defaced and destroyed and
.50
$1.00 Weekly, six months
Weekly, per year
It is important for every business house to establish
nothing is! done to prevent it. Taxes
in Santa Fe are high enough, heaven
bank
banking relations with a' strong, service-givinTHEODORE ROOSEVELT.
where credit can be had when required.
knows, to guarantee some kind of
protection. Why is it not given?
Exchange your inactive funds for our time Certificates
There is another small matter in
of Deposit.
For
a way, but one that tends to show the
Confer with our officers in regard to your banking
spirit of vandalism.
business.
in
front
There is a bulletin board
J. B. READ,
FRANK McKANE,
cf the Old Palace upon which notices
HIRAM W. JOHNSON.
Cashier.
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of various meetings are posted. It Is
the common practice of some wits to
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deface, erase and change these notices
For Member of Congress,
from time to time, in an effort to give
exercise to their own humor.
Let these acts of vandalism be re
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ers punished. That Is the only method
of putting a stop to them.
The Roosevelt electors in New Mexico are Dr. Thomas of Chaves
EDDY DELQADO, PROPRIETOR.
county, Elmer E. Studley of Colfax county and George Armijo of Santa Fe
STAND SQUARE.
MANUFACTURER
OF
THAT WATER.
In voting for Theodore Roosevelt, every voter should remember that
county.
The only way to establish any party is to enter loyally and energetically he must vote for the three Roosevelt electors who in turn will vote for Mr.
The Bystander listened this morn-Balleta Blankets, Rugs, Scarfs, Pillow Tops with Navajo and
into the process of its building. Nothing can be gained by entering into an Roosevelt in the electoral college if elected. He also should remember Ing to "the other side" of the vile
and Mexican Designs, Heavy Rugs made of Native
alliance, even though temporary, with an opposing faction or organization. that those electors are merely his agents, and if elected, are pledged to smelling, bitter tasting water which
Wool with Navajo Designs. Lettering, Etc.
That man who believes in progressive principles owes it to the progressive vote for Theodore Roosevelt. That is their only function in this election is being passed out to us for drinking
Both Native and Germantown Wool Used.
to
vote
with
that party.
party
and the only connection they have with the campaign. The opponents of purposes.
Send for Price List and Full Information.
It Is a mistaken idea in the present great emergency to use the argument Colonel Roosevelt are industriously circulating a report to the effect that
The view was presented by two
1 19 Don
Caspar Avenue.
that it is better to vote for the lesser of the two evils that the greater may all that is Aecessary to vote for Theodore Roosevelt is to write his name estimable citizens who declare that
be destroyed. The opportunity for a consummation of the cherished wish upon the ballot. This is not true. Vote for the presidential electors and there are "two sides to every quesof a great mass of our people for a new political alignment is presented. help elect Theodore Roosevelt.
tion," which is an axiom in itself.
A united front only can bring results. A defeat at this time with a united
There may be, doubtless are, two
sides to the question of the cause of
party is not a matter of discouragement, as the present strength of this
in Room 59 and "cast the die" they the rotten water we are getting. There
party is the wonder of the political world, and a victory in its first contest
would be a stupendous event. But a defeat caused by a division, caused
might have done much better to have is but one side to the fact that it
taken into their confidence at least tastes like "the morning after," and
by any number of believers in progressivism voting for a '"lesser evil", would
REMARKS
one or two people with whom the com- smells like the
pond
leave a weakened and discouraged organization.
A victory at this time with the party united and its adherents standing
mon geezer has a slight acquaintance In the meadow back home.
I am free to admit, I Con't know
loyal, is by no means an impossibility. And what a victory it would be!
and who is not a corporation attorney.
MABSON & MENDENHALL, Proprietors.
It is well worth trying for.
The old guard was slightly top heavy. just where the remedy lies. I am in
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party to build on, if that triumph were brought about partly by the votes
We appreciate that vote of thanks the Forum by "Observer," that water
de San
El Chanate del Condado
and
of the progressives. The foundation would be weakened.
from the people of Colfax county, that is being scandalously wasted,
Que no?
Let every believer in progressiveism fight for and vote for his own prin- Miguel.
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the publication of one article alone, that the waste must have its effect
but "the
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the
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Let devotion to principles prevail.
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Gentlemen,
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o
There are two kinds of policies, it extend us that vote in November and go up to the reservoir Sunday mornAmerican Plan, $2.50 and up.
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anything
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be
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Rocky
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should be made a bath house.
most striking object lesson ever given in practical politics. The state may be Charlie, is the fact that we now have tain & Pacific, land grants, etc., are
1 am glad that the water company
electric
reasonably counted upon for Roosevelt. Maine is the natural home of the in office, jUBt about all the lame the republican party or whether the is coming into this controversy, itducks that "the traffic will bear."
common geezer would like to be.
Moose, anyhow.
self to tell the citizens what's the
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The progressive party is the opponent of the democratic party in this
n.atter, and what the remedy will be,
of
end
demoAnd
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should
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it
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the
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of
The
platform (as
and to satisfy us that the odor which
campaign, that is, it is the opponent of the reactionary ring
it. i'hey the present line up is quite well have been written.) We endorse the
us as the agua pura comes
cratic party. Progressive democrats are expected to come with of
the
known so we are after all "not as far present methods of assessments as greets from the faucet
will come on general principles, because the party is the exponent
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are in
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they believe m and desire, and because their ideas event accord
wrong
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the fact that they are able to fool the Ue anxIoUB( we people at Santa Fe,
sive success. They are becoming progressives because they are restless
And we suspect that after all that mob to the extent that they can bond
about our drinking water, when it
have been so great a number of the repuDiicans ana wisn 10 join a pan
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"house cleaning" job was not as en- their concern for $15,000,000 in NewJdoe8 not taste
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HOME
They say the Roosevelt strength is "waning" and yet
it been directed along certain lines.
that kind of work the real goods and fled that the water is O. K. and won t
cided to keep on the trail of the colonel, J. Adam Bede and John Harlan,
we deplore the tendency of the peo- give us fevers and epidemics and
hope of
Cuisine and Table Service Unexcelled. Rooms en suit with
two men, discredited and discarded in their own states, in the vain Senator-HenrThe friends of Mr. Jaffa regret that ple, in these days of unrest to depart spasms and things, then we can drink
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chief
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end. Grady
an extent that efforts at legislation to
these premises. Amistad
October 20. Grammercy park, will be eight stories
anniversary
birthday
Administratrix.
correct this evil are fruitless. Just at
WANTED
Boy or man to drive
Vanderbilt and his bride of a little
and will contain seventy-fivGEORGE W. KIN SELL.
COOK'S PEAK HIGH.
milk wagon.
the present moment all of Washing- more than a year, who was the beau- high
Apply
Capital City
a
Administrator
dining room, gymnasium,
Charles Tuckwood, one of the vet- ton's public utilities, including street tiful Mrs. Smith Hollins McKin, are suites,
Dairy, Phone 230 W.
BIG INDUSTRY.
rest
music rooms and a roof gar-- September
and
1912.
recar, telephone, gas and electric light now
That the growing of alfalfa will de- eran miners of the Cook's peak
the Vanderbilt English estate den.
into the Graphic office companies are planning a mammoth on at
Reg- FOR SALE- - National Cash
the banks of the Thames above
There is no doubt about which canvelop a .great industry in the valley, gion, dropped
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drawers
consolidation under
very
printing
get up
practically
holding
is indicated by the' work being done Monday morning
As soon as the new baby didate for the presidency is getting
London.
unless you have up to date material o. C. Watson & Co.
siastic regarding the bright mining pany, obviously for purposes of spec- - nnrt ilrt Tilnthpr are flhlr In withstand
the most stage advertising at least,
by the Hagerman Alfalfa Meal mill,
...
and facilities.
The New Mexican
which for the last ninety days has outlook for the Cook's peak region. ufation and exploitation, and there is the fat
of the journeVi it is bM in these parts.
Printing company has both, and at! FOR SALE Good team of young
been working day and night shifts He says people are coming in there no remedy because congress last,the VailderWlu wlU retlll. t0 New
Whether all o it would be entirely the
same time expert mechanics. mountain horses, for driving or
in order to accommodate the orders by the score and that the boys have it winter refused to pass an excellent XqtK sq that the fnth(.r
take pleasing to him is another matter.
assured per-- ; jng, Santa Fe Hardware and Supply
orders are
will
out
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act
commission
that
for
utilities
camp
mining
doped
public
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received for its product. During
over the remaining millions of his
Bert Fitzgibbon, nionolog man, says sonal attention. always
Co.
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thousand
a
made
which
Senator
Works
have
people
doing
strong patrimony. They will reside in the to the orchestra leader,
months of July and August over
"George, you
in less than a year.
fight.
es$197,000 worth of product has been ness there
must
me
if
$40,000 private suite
ask
Roosevelt is the origdesigned
FOR RENT Nicely furnished room
Latest sporting news In the Santa
With the high price of zinc and
This is only a part of the story,
turned out by this one mill alone,
pecially for Vanderbilt's occupancy in inal bull moose, then 1 11 tell the rest Fe New Merican.
stairs over Andrews' store.
It.
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up
in
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inexhaustible
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that
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summarized
quantities
fairly
may
and orders for several weeks ahead
of the joke. Go on, ask me."
the new Vanderbilt hotel.
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that
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be
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that
statement
appears
Washington
are now on file at its office. Roswell region
So George asks him, "Is Roosevelt
thousand dollars alTwenty-twstore.
sure doings there from now on.
worst governed city in the country.
News.
the
,
ready have beeu subscribed on a
original bull moose?"
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in- The commission is practically withThe boys say the Phelps-Dodg- e
moose
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looking
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KILLED INSTANTLY.
Booth, which his daughter, Command fourth bull," answered Fitzgibbon.
furnished rooms with conven-- j
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someto
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if
to
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in
committee's
the
goes back
they should decide
Frank Eblen was shot and instantly
LAW.
AT
Sam Williams aslis his vaudeville
ATTORNEYS
er Eva Booth of the Salvation Army,
of home.
Mrs. Robinson, cor-- j
lences
killed Wednesday evening by Dick thing, there would be no limit to the congress who exercise the duties of ,)ope8 t0 see erected ln this city The; partner. Kate Elinore, "Wasn't it King
ner Grant avenue and Johnson St.
without
a
council,
any
eity
responsf memorial, Commander Booth said yes- - David who said 'All men are liars?'
Cawthon.
The details of the killing development.
EDWARD P. DAVIES,
"Tuck" says things are sure boom- bility to their local constituents
are lacking, but from rumors it seems
would be a complete training;
"No!" replies Kate. "It was
and Counselor at Law.
terday,
Attorney
TYPEWRITERS.
the two men had had differences in ing there and suggests that Deming
Jtooms
where men and women desir- - dore Roosevelt."
Cleaned, adjusted ana repaired. New
who should teach
the Jonesville get busy in keeping in cloBe touch
Robert Hughes wrote a play which Capitol Olty Bank Building,
ing to devote their lives to the inter-platens furnished. Ribbons and sui
school of which Frank was clerk. with the miners as they come in
Santa Fe, New Mexico peS- - Typewriters sold, exchangee.
ests of suffering humanity in all its was recently presented by Cecil
Frank had gone to the Cawthon home there.
Assistant District Attorney. First jan(j rented. Standard makes handled.
phases could be educated to fill the Spooner at an uptown theatre, with-Good idea. Deming Graphic.
tc settle this difficulty when
the
All repair work and typewriters guardifferent positions in the Salvation out a name. A prize was offered for Judicial District.
the best name submitted by anyone
anteed. Santa Fe Typiwriter Ex- Army field.
HARRY D. MOULTON,
Yom Kipper will be observed aboard who came to see it.
Phone 231.
change.
N.
25.
One
M., Sept.
Albuquerque,
Attorney-at-Law- .
The results included some names
the Russian-Americaliner Czar,
of features of the state fair that is
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
which sailed for Liba last Saturday. that would certainly be beyond the
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playany
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in, the state,
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Land Claims and Contests a Specialtj Department of the Interior,
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U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
and
Carpathia
it
is
to
Gilson
out the fixtures and
have a which has been undertaken by Dr. J.
(By
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new
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a
a
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!
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bar,
25.
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of
Dr.
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has
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Shuler,
Washington,
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to
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Washington will do
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Saved From the Depths by a Giri
Attorneys-atGonzales of Galisteo, N. M., who, on
t on tne some square occupied by association, the duty of writing each to take part in the ceremonies will
shun the raw oyster. Typhoid lurks
From
and before May 27, 1907, made Homestead Entry
in
o'clock
Kansas.
4
afterthe
at
Courts
Practice
aboard
go
Friday
ln Washington's oyster supply. As-- John R. McLean's city home, and is municipal corporation in the state, reNo. 11515, for S
Painless Torture.
Land Department.
in order to be ready for Yom
Section 33,
SE
sistant Secretary of Agriculture HayeB one of those pieces of property which garding the organization or this body, noon,
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Land
and
titles
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to
found
be
under
has been making an examination, in Henry George, Jr.,
,
and is assured of a large attendance uuwu
.1
- uuui moia uutu o
oaiiuuiiy sun- girl sketch. She asks him, "Are you Santa Fe, N. M., branch Office, Estan (55 North, Range 9 East, N. M. P.
company with several expert bacteria assessed for taxation purposes, the at its meeting, which will be held dur down.
from Oyster Bay?"
Meridian, lias filed notice of inten-- I
cia, N. M.
men from his department, and they same being apparently the result of ing fair week. The mayor, city attor
tion to make
A plan whereby a pupil can attend
,
proof, to establish
"Why?"
find that the sewage from Washing- John R.'s baleful influence.
ney, and some man named by the school and, while studying, earn $3 a
claim to the land above described, be
"You talk so much and say so lit-- j
G. W. PRICHARD,
ton has been contaminating the oyster
The Washington real estate ring city council, are to be named as delefore Register or Receiver, U. S. Land
week has been adopted in Passaic, N. i'e'"
Attorney and Counsellor at Law.
beds in the Potomac and that a large has been thrown into quite a flutter gates, according to the scheme proat Santa Fe, New Mexico, on
Office,
Notices of engagements are printed
J., by the board of education. The
all
Courti
in
the District
Practice
proportion of the typhoid cases which at the statement by Colonel Roosevelt vided by Dr. Shuler to attend the students will take up a course in ele- in the New York papers. Under that and
the 15th day of October, 1912.
to
attention
casei
gives
special
have been so prevalent in the national that this city's improvements were di- meeting. The league will have as its
Claimant names as witnesses :
mentary training, and each day will heading appeared the following, prob-- ! before the State Supreme Court.
capital can be traced to the festive rected in general in the interest of the object the ' interchange of ideas be- go to the Brighton mills, where they amy iiecause tney cliun t nave any
Juan
Ortiz, Pedro Ortiz y Pino, AuM
N.
Office: Laughlin Bldg.. Santa Fe,
bivalve.
No real estate speculators and the rich tween the executives of the different
So boil your oysters!
Pena,
Montoya, Estanislado
gustine
maother
in
suitable
will
the
under
become
which
heading
apprentices
more Harvey's raw bar!
residents, rather than the poorer peo- - cities and other beneficiary matters, chine shop. Upon their graduation to put it:
all ot Galisteo, New Mexico.
,
YOU
HAVE
ANYTHING
TO
ADVh.t
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Washington is to lose another of its pie who live here. Colonel Roosevelt but principally the organization of the from the high school next Juno they
SUGAR Notice of my engagement,
TISE?
historic landmarks in the passing of is quite within the trum In his charge, cities and towns that the existing laws will
Register.
be able to go immediately into on July 2, is hereby annulled, by muTell your story to
the old Bancroft house on H street, The report made by Henry George on may be so modified as to allow need- the trade as mechanics.
tual consent. S. D. Sugar.
2,000,000
Readers
near 17th. Here the famous historian assessments in the District showed ed improvements to be made without
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
The sweeter anything is, the more
Miss Lillian Broderick, daughter of
Twelve Dollars.
lived and wrote his celebrated history that the poor man's house was taxed undue legal hindrance.
in Costa likely it is to ferment.
an
American
of the Interior,
living
planter
Department
We will place your
advertit
of the United States. Of late years on the basis of GO per cent, whereas
As matters are at present, that city
V. S. hand Office at
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in
Sur.
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leading
house
the
has been quite well known business properly paid on the basis which desires to pave its streets is
to reach Caigary, Alberta, in
Santa Fe, N. M., Sept. 12, 1912.
as the home of the one good tea room of 30 per cent, and suburban specula- confronted with a number of some- an effort
day issue, for 12 per insertion. De
is hereby given that Reyes
to marry her fiance, Leon
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Washington's park and boulevard with its improvement if eome few ob
NE
It became known yesterday that
No. 09579 f
Section
Entry
Inn has moved to Connecticut system is constructed distinctly for stlnate citizens choose to resort to Mrs.
Taos, New Mexico.
The owners of the Deep
Mogollon
Hanna M. French, known in the
24, Township 13 N., Range 8 E., N. M.
f
A
to
stop them.
carriages and automo legal proceedure
P. Meridian, has filed notice of intheatrical profession as the mother of Dow llaye stopped stoping ore and
The old Arlington hotel has been biles. The
DR. W. -- UME BROWN,
stretch of parking, proper paving law is an object for Mrs. Charles E. Evans, Mrs. William are sinking tne shaft which will be
great
to make Final Three Year
tention
razed to the ground. Wreckers have particularly Rock Creek park, is abso- which the league will work.
Dentist.
Hoey and Mrs. Eva French Phipps, continued to a depth of 50 feet. When
Proof, to establish claim to the land
been at work for ten days and now lutely unused by the carriageless peoThere are many similar hindrances died Sunday nieht after a short ill- - that depth is reached an overhand
Over Spitz Jewelry Store
above described, before Harry C.
there is nothing but a pile of bricks ple of Washington. It is inaccessible, put upon tne growing cities ana towns
Rooms 1, 2 ana 3.
The ore is now
etope will be started
ness,
U. S. Commissioner, at Stanley,
where the historic hostelry has stood. having no feasible street car en- of the state. There are conflicting
Phone Red 6.
H. Redmond, 5C years old, on the foot wall.
willlam
N. M., on the 4 th day of November,
The site has been purchased for a trances or connections. It is without provisions in the Btate laws which
The Buffalo and Independent claims
Office Hours 8 a. m. to 5 p. m.
of the Irish leader, John H.
1912.
new hotel by a concern in which public comforts necessary for its use should be removed. The league will brother
And by Appointment.
arrived Friday on the have been consolidated and the work
as witnesses:
Claimant names
Redmond,
Brother Charley Taft is largely inter- by women and children. Even the work for their removal.
N.
Baltic to make a tour of of opening up the air shoot on the inof
M.;
Polito
f
steamship
Kennedy,
Hoybal,
ested. Brother Charley is a good Potomac Speedway park
These are only Instances of matters the Tjnjted States. The principal dependent group has been started.
N. M.;
of
Julian
Romero,
Kennedy,
money maker. Whether It is a base- which was recently constructed by which will be brought before the meetine will be held in
M.
in
Free gold
the pan is showing
DR.
DIAZ,
Carnegie
Abalino Valencia, of Kennedy, X M
ball team, a gas company, or a hotel large congressional appropriations and league. The organization will be perfrom the workings of the Brasch Bros.
29.
DON GASPAR and Trinidad Martinez, of Hyer, N. M.
RESIDENCE,
he tackles, everything turns to gold, where the Varine band has been as- fected, beyond a doubt, and that it hall, September
Evln W. Graves was given a divorce
MANUEL R. OTERP,, r
and Washington is looking, for a real signed by President Taft for weekly will have a great field in the developAVE
when he produced an agreement his ing better than ever. The ledge which
Register. ;
nice expensive hotel on the site of the concerts, is a mile from the nearest ment of New Mexico is assured.
Phone, 220 Red
wife signed promising that, if she showed three feet wide at the surface
old Arlington.
street car.
stayed out all night again, it would has widened out to three feet at a OFFICE, WEST SIDE PLAZA
NOTICE TO CONTRACTORS.
t
Speaking of hotels, the Shoreham
In addition to these facts, Washingturn avpcaio ul uur
Work for the New Mexican. It is bu a sign she wanted Graves to kill uejji.ii iii iu
Sealed
proposals will be received
nas cnanged its management. An ton has the
form character, s
Phone, 237 Black
largest mortality as a re- working for you, for Santa Fe and himself.
by the County Commissioners of
auctioneer has been at work clearing sult of its alley slums of
What appears to be an excellent
Unless
Henry Russo, af
any city In the new state
OFICE HOURS. 1 to 3 P. M .
Santa Fe County, New Mexico, up to
copper prospect has just been entwelve o'clock noon, Tuesday, he 8th
countered by Anse Tipple in his
loday of October, 1912, for furnishing
Grizzly gulch property. He has
L.
MURRAY, Ivl. D., all
materials for one bridge to be built
cated the ledge for which he was
at the Arroyo Atascoso,, near the
PHYSICIAN and SURGEON,
i driving and It shows a good grade of
of Galisteo, New Mexico.
copper carbonate as well as good gold Cation Block, Palace Ave., next Town
All flip material and work shall be
values. This vein is found in a tunnel
door to Well Fargo Ex.
furnisiled and done in accordance
25 feet from the surface, the face of
Iwith plans and specifications made by
PHONE 233.
which is three feet in the ledge now
the Midland Bridge company of Kan- Tand indicates a width of 10 feet be- Residence Palacs Hotel.
Main 68 sas city, Misspuri, on Hie in the office
Phone
tween the walls. When this ledge has
of the County Clerk at Santa Pe,
been crosscut a shaft will be sunk to
where they may be seen and
the water level on the hanging wall,
Another shipment has just been
Each bid must 1)6 accompanied by
made by the Nicoll brothers from their
la Going to Practice With
CITY
lease on the Monarch in the Two-Bi- t
!a certified check in the sum of ten
DR. R. H. MILLER.
of
per cent of, the amount. of bid.
GOING
district. The assay returns from the
.
,
Obstetric.
Specialty
.n mav . n
an
p
present shipment showed about $120
1 15
Pe.
Grant
Santa
Ave.,
Office,
submit plans and prices of their own,
gold per ton. There has been a steady
and the Board of Commissioners re-- !
increase in the last few shipments
GOING TO
YOU
serves the right to reject any and
made to the Denver smelter. The
all bids or to accept any. hid mado'
ore comes from a shoot with an
that in their judgment is for the best
thickness of eight inches, which
interest of Santa Fe County, New
is holding out well.
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PEOPLE OF THIS
have never before in the old town's history had
a feast bargains as they have had at our
OUT OF
PRICES during the last week. Some of our best friends came in a
litte skeptical, but timidly asked, "ARE
REALLY
QUIT?"
To all such inquiries we simply had to refer them to the prices we are making to
fully convince them. These prices are not on one or two catch articles, but on our
ENTIRE LINE of the highest grade of merchandise that
find in the markets of the country. Many lines are badly broken already, but remember this sale
will last as long as there is anything left. The sooner we close out the better it will
suit us.

MRS. DR. BROWN

THE

we-coul- d

FOLLOWING ARE A FEW ARTICLES THAT CAUGHT
JAPANESE

Just few left fine Marquisette full widths six yards to the

.... .... ........ ....

$8, $11, $4.35, $6

PANAMA AND VOILE DRESS SKIRTS.
$6, $10

and

$12, Now

all-wo- ol

....

$3, $6

It will pay you boys to buy it now for you will need It In another
week or two. Klrschbaum all pure wool, Presto collar, medium
$10, $5
length ulster that should keep you warm and anug
BIGGEST BARGAINS IN UMBRELLAS

An article we all need but seldom can find.
and have one at both ends of the line for
for one.

You can now get two
what you been paying

High Grade Gloria 8llks best made at any price, $2.50 and
Another lot fully guaranteed same make, $1.50, $2
Third assortment best values ever known, 75c and $1.

state. Pay you to lay in a
year's supply at these prices, values that were 7c, 10c and 15c... 5c
The biggest stock to pick from In the

Llnnen Torchons, 10, 121-- 2 and 15c grades
Cotton Clunles, 10, 15 and 25c grades.

5o

$3.... $1.50
l...$1
45c

5

and 10c

RIBBONS AT PRICES TO URGE YOU TO TAKE THE WHOLE LOT.
Baby ribbons that were 2 yards for 6c to close at 10 yards
10 and 15c grades
Niagara made high grade 71--

Best wired

Voiles and Panamas,

YOUNHNEN'S OVERCOATS.

;

:

...

BEAUTIFUL EMBROIDERY DRESS PATTERNS.

Just a few of the very best quality

DOWN THE COUNTER

LACES AND EMBROIDERIES.

KIMONAS.

Long Klmonas very high grade finely made and finished. .$3.00. .$1.60
Short Kimona Sacks, Nice Flannelette
65c 35c

pattern

OUR EYE AS WE GLANCED

hair ribbons

35c grades

A FEW HIGH GRADE SWITCHES

3 oz. 26 Inches long

now

5c
5c
20c

LEFT.

high grade human hair values from $3.50 to $4,

$2.10
Other values that run from $2.75 to $3.25
$1.65
Third grade all fully guaranteed best value ever shown $2, now. .85c
ONE LONELY EDISON PHONOGRAPH.

The new machine playing either the two or four minute records, regular price at dealers $22.50, will let you' carry It off for
$12.50
STANDARD COPYRIGHT BOOKS

or so from well known authors such as Mrs. Holmes or South-wort- h
that originally sold for $1.50 to close at
.....25c
One Alcott set regular price anywhere $12.50
$7.50
Little Colonel series, regular price $1.50
$1.00

A dozen

av-jer-

Mexico.

SOCORRO COUNTY".

Socorro Mines Contract to break
ore has been let on a portion of the
Consolidated mine, on the Queen vein;
the ore will be treated in the Socorro
mill. The crusher at the mill is being
moved to the shaft and the ore will
bo transported to bins by belt con-- !
veyor, eliminating the elevated tram-- !
way. Development faces in the lower
levels are being advanced in good ore
and a large body has been opened up
above 200 level east.
Deadwood Mines The mill ran con-tinuously in August, treating 1700 tons
of ore. A large amount of develop- ment was done.
Oaks Co. During August, 4GI tons
of ore of an average value of $17 per
ton was shipped to the mills from the
development of the Pacific and Johnson mines. .
Deep Down Lessees are sinking
the shaft in goodrade ore.
Mogollon

Gold

&

Copper

JOSE ORTIZ

Chairman.
Attest:

Either One,

W. N.TO WNSEND & CO. 9

M. O. ORTIZ, Clerk.

A want Ad. ln tho New Mexican
sees more people in one day than you
can see in a month. Try one.

fig-nre-

j
i

'

Co.

Thirty men are employed at the Little
Charlie mine the ore being sent to the
Deadwood custom mill.
It will not pay you to waste your
time writing out your legal forms
when you can get them already printed at the New Mexican
Pr'oting
Company.
If you use embossed stationer;, you
can do no better than place your or- der with the New Mexican Printing
'Company, prices will be quoted upon
request. Our styles and forms are
strictly up to date.

of Course.

Of course, we give either
numeral or decimal punctuation in the printing of
You may not want
an adding machine to handle
dollars and cents.
You,
therefore, want it punctuated in a different fashion.
Of course, the' Burroughs
way is always a bit in advance of the actual requirements. That implies "wise
anticipation" which is one
of the principles of scientific
management.
We give a combination of
numeral and decimal punctuation in the same maA new idea,
of
chine.
course, but it is one that is
used a great deal in practice.

-

I

Y PINO,

Burroufhs

'

Adding Machine

Co.,

Rates

RT H OneWay
SECOND
TO

CLASS TICKETS,
CALIFORNIA

$30,00
PORTLAND.ORE. AND
THE NORTHWEST

$36.05

Dates of aale, Sept. 25th to
October 10th, 1912.
Stop-oveallowed.
Remember the Low Summer
Tourist rates to California and return in effect until Sept. 30th, 1912.
rt

w". H. LONG, Sales Manager.

P.O. Box 702, El Paso, Texas.
i

ImEfSai

H.

S. LUTZ

Santa Fe. N. M.
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and Miss Ridy Ross took out a marriage license here today." ' A little want ad costs but a few
cents and bringB wonderful results
Home
hen published In the New Mexican.
Rubbinff with liniments, blistering the affected parts, the application of
Try one.
Blasters and other means of external treatment, are usually helpful in
Do you know that the
Santa Fe
FUSS ABOUT ELKS.
Questions Involving the very life
the piins and aches of Rheumatism; But such treatment does not
uses
water
than
most
Game
reeclved
de
has
Warden
purer
Baca
Laundry
of
and future of New Mexico are likely
eet rid the disease, because it does not reach its source. Rheumatism
numerous complaints about the elks of the Santa Fe people drink? All the comes from an excess of uric acid in the blood. This acid acts as an irrito come up before the Irrigation conat Trout Springs doing alleged dam-- ! water we use is filtered and rendered tant to the nerves, muscles and joints, and produces the inflammation
NOTCH
the trouble.
gress to be held next week at Salt age to crops. The farmers around j absolutely pure. ' "
and swelling, and sharp cutting pains characteristic ofwith
uric acid
When the blood is overburdened
Lake City and which State Engineer Trout Springs seem to be less toler- Eat a few pieces of chocolates after
French will attend. An irrigation ex ant of their fine visitors than the a meal to get that "dined sufficiently"
it grows thinner and poorer in nourishing qualiThen Rheumatism becomes chronic and
ties.
pert said this morning, in discussing people of Colfax county, says Mr. del feeling. (Pin Ton's of course.) :':
In
not only a painful but a dangerous disease. You
the work of the congress: "There Baca. The Colfax farmers seem glad
Our stoves are all going and at
can get rid of Rheumatism by purifying the blood
has been some feeling in the northern to have elk and are quite willing to cost. See our advertisement. If you
Rio
with S. S. S. This vegetable remedy goes into the
the
Mexico
New
of
this
is
stoves
along
need
part
your opportunity,
let the beautiful animals sample their
circulation, neutralizes and removes the uric acid,
r
Grande against the Elephant Butte alfalfa and com. Of Course, It is quite
Furniture Company,
and by building up the thin, sour blood, safely and
Come and have your first picking
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